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Abstract 

Ecological restoration is a well-known and structured method for addressing degraded areas 

and supporting their recovery towards the development of healthy ecosystem. Recently 

however, rewilding is emerging as alternative approach to ecosystem restoration. For this,  

many have questioned the nature of their relation. Hence, in here, a literature review was 

conducted in order to gather opinions and theories, first over the features and nature of both 

ecological restoration and rewilding and, after, about of their relationship. In addition, 

similarities and differences were closely analyzed. 

Major differences were found in the social and psychological aspects that the rewilding 

movement brings with it. Particularly, the movement was found to be associated to a desired 

paradigm-shift in the human-nature relation, in a way that aims to transform our society 

towards a new idea of co-existence with our environment. This does not belong to ecological 

restoration, which was found to indulge more on human needs. 

From an on-field perspective instead, rewilding resulted to be a form of ecological restoration, 

both aiming to intervening for ecologically ameliorating a damaged ecosystem. Still, the two 

approaches have developed particular features and modus operandi that allow to consider them 

as separate, but to collocate them within the same continuum of ecological restoration’s allied  

activities. The two are here understood as representing either two subsequential steps towards 

the achievement of the development of a resilient ecosystem, or as alternatives, when in 

presence of such an initial level of degradation that the reference ecosystem cannot be 

recreated. 

Furthermore, in order to help classifying interventions as pertaining to the ecological 

restoration or rewilding area, a framework was developed. This was actively tested against two 

reference cases representing an ecological restoration project and a rewilding one. Throughout 

interviews to their relative project managers, it was assessed its validity. Results showed that 

the framework can represent a useful tool for practitioners and decision makers. Still, the 

number of cases included was not adequate to assess a final evaluation over it. 
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Introduction 

 
Nowadays, Climate Change, Land Use Change and Biodiversity loss represent major threats 

to present and future generations. These issues are generally attributed to an over-exploitation 

of natural resources, to fulfill human needs (Ripple et al., 2017). 

However, recently societies have started to realize the relation between ecosystem’s health and 

our provisioning of goods and services. Ecosystem services, which humans depend on, are 

numerous and not often substitutable by human activities (IPBES, 2019). Therefore, a major 

target of habitat restoration should be to convert abandoned and deteriorated areas into healthy 

ecosystems, able to sustain and regenerate themselves. 

As awareness of these dynamics rose, degraded areas restoration became desired and widely 

studied. Notably, the United Nation General Assembly declared 2021-2030 the Decade of 

Ecosystem Restoration (UN Decade on Restoration, s.d.). 

Still, scientists and communities are debating on which are the best practices to requalifying 

damaged landscapes. Ecological restoration emerged as a practical management strategy that 

restores ecological processes to maintain ecosystem composition, structure, and function. This 

and other land management approaches have been developed from the need to go beyond 

classical conservation management practices, that are, sometimes, believed to be insufficient 

in assuring both biodiversity enhancement and ecosystem services provision (Goldsmith, 1995; 

Wessely et al., 2017). Among these, rewilding is coming to affirm itself on the international 

scene, claiming to be a new approach to restoration, aiming to bring back wildness (or 

wilderness) as a new conception of the human-nature relation. 

Yet, when talking about rewilding, there is a general lack of understanding about the 

practicalities and meaning of this approach. This is shown by the constitution of the IUCN 

thematic group dedicated to rewilding, which aim is ‘’ to synthesize and streamline the theory 

and practice of rewilding at an international level’’ (CEM Rewilding Thematic Group s.d.). 

This is due to the absence of an international authority responding for rewilding, and, because, 

an officialization of the method’s objective, values and practicalities, is still under assessment. 

On the other side, ecological restoration, although presenting a more structured method and 

shared understanding, is also evolving, answering to new societal needs, and adapting itself to 

new challenges (Hobbs et al., 2011). 

Therefore, the relation of the two is, as well, still unclear. Particularly, many have started 

questioning whether rewilding and ecological restoration should be considered as one, (Carver 
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& Convey, 2020; Hayward et al., 2019) both aiming for the restoration of fully functioning 

ecosystems; or separately, due to the many differences that they present on a practical and 

ethical point of view (Corlett, 2016). 

This thesis’ aim is to provide a valuable insight over rewilding and ecological restoration, 

focusing first on the evaluation of differences and similarities between the two approaches, and 

then proposing to define the two in relation to one another. Results will be useful to assist 

practitioners, policy makers and stakeholders when in decision-making, supporting a good 

understanding of what the different approaches involve, both on field and from a theoretical 

point of view. 

To do so, the dissertation will first report a brief description of the two approaches, their guiding 

principles, and techniques. Findings will be preparatory for better realize ecological 

restoration’s and rewilding’s connections and interdependency. After the analysis of 

similarities and differences, a framework for intervention classification will be provided. This 

is thought to help identifying whether a project or an intervention belongs to the ecological 

restoration’s spectrum or to the rewilding one. At last, two case studies will be used to apply 

the framework and verify its validity. 

 

 

 

Methods 

 
This thesis is based on a descriptive research. For conducting my research, as a preparatory 

work, I made a general search of literature. This was done for obtaining overall patterns within 

the ecological restoration and rewilding fields. Material was looked for among three different 

database set: Web of Science, Royal Danish Library and Google Scholar. Different key words 

have been utilized to individuate the more relevant publications. These included ‘’Ecological 

Restoration’’, ‘’Rewilding’’, ‘’Ecosystem Restoration’’, ‘’ Restoration Ecology’’ and others. 

No time frame was set for the materials to be published. After, articles, books and generally 

selected publications, have been critically reviewed and furnished the data for the elaboration 

of this production. 

Considering the purpose of this dissertation, conducting an explorative study seemed the most 

accurate way to gather interpretations and points of view of theorists, scientists, and 

practitioners. This allowed me to access and compare many resources and experiences from 

across the world. 
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What I also wished to bring into this analysis were social considerations and perspectives on 

the issue. To do so, organizations’ websites, practitioners’ opinions, and case studies have been 

investigated as well. Personal communications have been held with Ramesh Venkataraman, 

Board and Executive Committee Member at Society for Ecological Restoration (SER) (SER, 

s.d.) on 4th April 2021, and with Sally Hawkins, PhD Student at Cumbria University 

(University of Cumbria, s.d.) and IUCN’s Thematic Group on Rewilding member (CEM 

Rewilding Thematic Group s.d.) on 5th July 2021. 

At last, the framework produced has been actively tested against a selection of two case studies. 

These were chosen as exemplifications of an ecological restoration intervention and a rewilding 

one. To do so, managers of the considered projects, David Belfiori, director of the Ripa Bianca 

Regional natural Reserve; and Mario Cipollone, coordinator of Rewilding Apennines, were 

personally interviewed following the same interview protocol. Full interview transcripts are 

available at appendix A and B. 

Obstacles met were mainly time constraint: given the limited amount of time available to 

elaborate on the subject, the number of publications investigated had to be restrained and 

similarly the amount of case studies analyzed and interviews hold. Difficulties were found as 

well in elaborating a coherent rewilding profile, as the approach is still on development and 

shows different features and interpretations. Still, the problem was stemmed by categorizing 

the literature reviewed and by individuating patterns common to most of the publications used. 

 

 

Ecological Restoration and Rewilding: 

background and features 

Ecological Restoration 

 
Background 

Being ecological restoration a land management approach built up over time, it gathered 

influences and inspiration from numerous disciplines and circumstances. 

Preparatory to the raise of ecological restoration was the development of ecology as a separate 

branch of biology. The term was first introduced in 1866 by the scientist Ernst Heinrich 

Haeckel. However, ecology became ‘’the study of biome’s relations within itself and its 
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environment’’, only in 1895, when Eugenius Warming used it with this meaning for the first  

time in his ‘’Plantesamfund’’1 (Balbach, 2013). 

In 1887, after that the Niagara Reserve, first state National Park of the US was established, 

Olmsted and Vaux first proposed a plan to restore the area (Jordan & Lubick, 2011). At the 

time, the population mind was also deeply affected by the closure of the North American West 

frontier in 18902, event that helped defining humankind as separate from their environment. 

Another key step towards the development of ecological restoration has been George Wright’s 

publication ‘’Fauna n.1’’, in 1933. This was the first inventory ever about fauna’s mutual 

relations. It was conducted for the Yosemite National park, in order to evaluate the impairment 

level of some areas, allowing for interventions based only on ecological considerations (Jordan 

& Lubick, 2011). 

Among the projects that were actively implementing ecological restoration as a whole, the one 

that represents the cornerstone of the discipline, was started by the conservationist Aldo 

Leopold at the Madison Harboretum, University of Wisconsin, in the early 1930’s. The 

Madison Harboretum project began with 246ha, soon expanded to 500ha (University of 

Winsconsin, s.d.). The area was declared as the university’s outdoor laboratory, with research 

purposes, allowing practitioner to be free from political and social constraints. The project  

involved numerous scientists and researchers, gathering experts of different disciplines, from 

limnology to horticulture. It aimed for the restoration of a native North American prairie as it  

was in 1840, before human settlements were established. Incisive was the intervention of the 

ecologist Theodore Sperry, who operated to include as many as possible native flora and fauna 

species. First attempts to establish a prairie failed due to lack of fire as major disturbance. 

This opened up to new understanding of the role of disturbances in ecosystems. To successfully 

restore an ecosystem, all its elements need to be included. Together with the practice also 

restoration ecology, as a discipline, was developing. (Jordan & Lubick, 2011) 

Once that the movement was started, publications came to support it and sharing knowledge. 

A first testimony of the new meaning that the word restoration was bringing with itself is 

provided by the publication of ‘’Recovery and Restoration of Damaged Ecosystems’’, by John 

Cairns Jr and colleagues, in 1977. This signs the raise of a new understanding of the term 

 

 
1 Text on plant ecology 
2 In 1890 the U.S. Census Bureau declared that the ‘’frontier line’’, a boundary that was signaling a population 
density lower than 2 people per square mile, ceased to exist. This had a strong impact on the settlers which 
started to develop a feeling of nostalgia towards the idea of wilderness and a strong respect for their 
environment (CliffsNotes, 2020) 
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restoration within the scientific community, that discovered within itself many already 

practicing the method (Jordan & Lubick, 2011). 

In 1981 ‘’Restoration and Management Notes’’, after renamed ‘’Ecological Restoration’’, was 

published and it is still considered as a reference for both practitioner and researchers to publish 

their findings and helping ecological restoration to grow and improve itself (Jordan & Lubick, 

2011). Later, after the second conference of Restoring the Earth, held in Berkley in 19883, the 

Society for Ecological Restoration was finally born (Stanley, 2013). 

Nowadays SER is an international association that counts members in over 85 countries. Its 

aim is to encourage knowledge-sharing and diffuse ecological restoration’s method and 

principles. It represents and unifies ecological restoration practitioners and theorists all over 

the world (SER, s.d.). 

 

Definitions and Concepts 

According to the Society of Ecological Restoration, ‘’ecological restoration is the process of 

assisting the recovery of an ecosystem that has been degraded, damaged or destroyed’’ (SER, 

s.d.). 

With these three words are introduced three different concepts that explain the level of 

degradation that might have happened over the considered site and, consequently, the level of 

intervention required. An area will be considered degraded if the disturbance is prolonged 

rather than severe (e.g., overgrazing); after that the degradation occurs, the ecosystem will look 

as depleted. Instead, an ecosystem will be damaged when a major disturbance, that occurs in a 

single event, affects it. After the recovery phase then, the area will present a novel ecosystem, 

which will be the result of the ecosystem’s adaptation to overcome the event. At last, an 

ecosystem is defined as destroyed once that all organic matter is removed (e.g., mined land) 

(Clewell & Aronson, 2013). 

Ecological restoration focuses on setting degraded ecosystems on a path of recuperation that 

takes in consideration both local and global changes, as well as dynamics and processes that 

are part of the ecosystem and its biome. Ecological restoration must be distinguished from other 

healing activities. As a fact, it belongs to the spectrum of nature-based solutions, which 

involves a wide set of activities that goes from sustainable fisheries to green infrastructure. But 

 
 

3 This conference was held in Berkley and reunited 200 speakers and 1200 participants, coming from North 
America and abroad. It was organized by John Berger, an environmental journalist. It represents the first 
conference held about restoration as a method. It became particularly important because it strengthen the 
method and posed it among the continuum of conservation efforts (Jordan & Lubick, 2011). 
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what is essential for classifying a restorative intervention as ecological restoration, is the 

presence of an outcome characterized by a ‘’net-positive effect on environmental conditions’’ 

(SER, 2019, p. S7,) (e.g., afforestation over a grassland which would result in a net loss of 

biodiversity cannot be considered as restorative intervention). 

Ecological restoration is a form of active and adaptive land management that focuses on 

restoration of natural processes, with a multifunctional area approach. Therefore, human needs 

are considered as essential, and they must be taken in consideration when deciding the scope 

of the interventions. Also, ecological restoration is for sustainable provisioning of ecosystem 

services. Projects will be carried out by establishing clear goals which will be drawn from a 

reference ecosystem. Full recovery will be declared when the level of recovery over the 

fundamental ecosystem’s attribute will emulate the ones of the reference model. The system 

will also show capacity of self-organization creating patterns of ecological interaction, which 

are an essential indicator of resilience (SER, 2019). 

 

Ecological restoration values 

Ecological restoration aims to overcome traditional conservation by providing one sustainable 

way of interaction between humankind and nature. Particularly, one of the ideas that guides the 

movement is the need to combine ecosystem services provision and conservation. This is 

because ecological restoration recognizes intrinsic value to the ecosystem we are living in, but, 

as well, to societal needs that are depending from it (SER, 2019). 

The method wishes for effectiveness, by accompanying conservation efforts and by being 

globally appliable and adaptable. It targets a successful relation between the intervention made 

and the outcomes desired. It also aims for efficiency in managing time and resources. It finally 

calls for rigorous methods of practice and evaluation. In this way, efficiency is also required in 

prioritizing actions for sites that are considered to be more relevant, better connected, or having 

better chance to provide better outcomes (Higgs, 1997); (Higgs, et al., 2018). 

Fidelity and continuity play an important role in ecological restoration. With fidelity is here 

meant to describe the attempt to replicate, as faithfully as possible, the original ecosystem in 

both its structural and functional parts. Novel ecosystems are accepted when complete 

restoration is not achievable (Higgs, 1997). Continuity instead, explains that interventions are 

meant to create resilient and self-sustaining ecosystems which would last over time (Clewell 

& Aronson, 2013). 
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The fundamental principles 

According to SER-International Standards and Principles for the Practice of Ecological 

Restoration of 2019, ecological restoration undertakes eight fundamental principles. These are 

not meant to be applied separately, but to interact with one another across all the phases of the 

restoration plan. These principles are developed to drive practitioners’ actions, but leaving  

room for adaptation to cases and circumstances (Higgs et al., 2018): 

1- Stakeholder engagement. Stakeholders are the people that are directly affected or 

affecting the project. Therefore, their engage, commitment and support will be essential 

both on short and long-time perspective. 

2-  Use of Best available knowledge. When in intervention planning, implementation and 

evaluation, practitioners are required to utilize the best available knowledge. This can 

be expressed by the scientific community or by both Traditional Ecological Knowledge 

(TEK) and Local Ecological Knowledge (LEK). 

3- Interventions are based on Reference Ecosystems and Environmental Change 

Previsions. To clarify goals and objectives of the intervention, reference models are 

needed. These should reflect the native ecosystem’s composition and structure and, 

when possible, anticipating climate change effects. The reference model built this way 

will provide a ‘’action trajectory’’ to the practitioner. 

4- Assistance not Substitution. Ecological restoration aims for self-sustaining and resilient 

ecosystems. To obtain such results, interventions are focused on setting up the condition 

for the ecosystem to successfully recover itself. 

5- Ongoing Monitoring and Results’ Evaluation. Together with clear aims and objectives 

of the project, practitioner should specify indicators to evaluate progress and results. 

Both monitoring and evaluation should be based on the key six ecological attributes 

which are considered as indicators of the well-being of an ecosystem. Table 1- 

summarizes them. 

6- Adaptive management. Ecological Restoration’s projects should target the best possible 

outcomes throughout the use of shifting baselines. This is meant to encourage 

progressive restoration in a way that reacts and adapts to the new ecosystem 

achievements. 

7- Cumulative effect. ecological restoration’s interventions benefit from large scale 

intervention. 

8- Allied activities. It is important to understand ecological restoration as part of a 

continuum of activities that are all committed to benefit the environment and supporting 
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healthier ecosystems. Particularly, when ecological restoration it is not suitable for the 

interested area, it is possible to aim for different level of intervention to stop or diminish 

degradation (Bradshaw, 2002): 

 Reduced societal impacts: societies are increasingly finding more sustainable ways 

to interface with nature and ecosystems. This set of activities is part of the 

continuum towards the reduction of the threats to the environment; 

 Remediation: with remediation is intended the clean-up of sites from pollutants or 

contaminants in general; 

 Rehabilitation or Reclamation, in case it refers to mined lands or post-industrial 

sites: indicates projects which aim to reestablish only ecosystem’s functioning 

instead of its original biome. 

 Ecological restoration 
 

 

However, given adaptive management, in case of a change in external or internal conditions, it 

is possible to shift from one approach to another one over time. Fig. 1 helps visualizing the 

dynamics of the four alternatives. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Restoration, Rehabilitation and Reclamation in relation with one another. Image retrieved from The 

Handbook of Ecological Restoration, Bradshaw, 2002, p.5. 
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The key six attributes 

Ecological restoration actions are based on sustaining the ecosystem towards its own recovery. 

The elements of such recovery, which are the formal attributes of the interested ecosystem, are 

here listed. The ecological status of these attributes constitutes the indicators of a healthy 

ecosystem. 

Among different lists of ecosystem attributes (Mazón et al., 2019; Lemke et al., 2017; 

Timpane-Padgham, et al., 2017; Ruiz‐Jaen & Aide, 2005) it has been decided to report the ones 

indicated by SER – International Principles & Standards for the Practice of Ecological 

Restoration, 2019, in Table 1. 

 
Table 1-The key six attributes in ecological restoration 

 

Attributes Description 

Absence of threats The ecosystem will be considered as in a good ecological state 

when menaces (e.g., overutilization, contamination or invasive 

species) are managed. 

Physical Conditions The abiotic elements to allow the ecosystem to prosper are present 

Species Composition Species composition is established as faithfully resembling the one 

of the native or reference ecosystem 

Structural Diversity The ecosystem presents itself as highly complex. This is 

contemporary at species’ composition level, demographic phases, 

and also spatial habitat heterogeneity. 

Ecosystem function Fundamental functions of an ecosystem on good ecological status 

are present. Particularly, nutrient cycling, decomposition, species 

interplay and disturbances are well balanced. These are explicit of 

the ecosystem’s ability of self-organizing and produce 

External exchanges The interested ecosystem is well connected with the surrounding 

environment and it interchanges with it. 

 

Box n.1 reports a synthetized example of an ecological restoration intervention. 
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BOX 1. The Fujin National Park – an example of an ecological restoration project 
 

Although every restoration project has distinctive features, here an example of ecological restoration 

case underlies how interventions and goals reflect the principles, structures and values of the discipline. 

 

The project 

The project was carried out between 2005 and 2008, in Fujin National Wetland Park, located in the 

Sanjiang Plain, Northeast China. It involved an area of 2200ha. The site had a huge relevance as it was 

used both for education and ecotourism purposes. From a conservation point of view, within the park 

can be found 290 species of flora and 301 species of vertebrates. It is also home to few of the first and 

second classes of national conservative plants and animals’ species of China. 

Causes of degradation have been identified in overextraction of groundwater, water pollution and land 

legacy issues. Thanks to the great achievements, the Chinese government recognized the intervention as 

a national example of site’s restoration (Zhu et al., 2019). 

Project interventions focused on restoration of natural hydrology, enlarging the open water area and 

removing the embankment at the sides of the river bed. Also modifications were made for augmenting 

landscape heterogeneity by building eco-islands, and redesigning roads’ edge for creating birds’ habitat 

(Zhu, et al., 2019). 

 

 

Principles 

-Engagement with stakeholders: the project was explicitly planned to represent a scientific and 

educational resource, as well as providing an income to the locals throughout ecotourism 

-Reference site: the historicity was respected by making baseline inventories. Also, trajectory of 

intervention was provided by similar sites in the area which, therefore, constituted a reference. 

-Assistance not substitution: the project had a specific start and end. Intervention ended, when the 

ecosystem shown to be self-sustaining and gained good ecological status. 

-Monitoring and Research are still in operation. Particular indicators of good ecological status were 

chosen (e.g., major water nutrients levels and increase of biodiversity). 

 

Ecological attributes assessment 

Prior to intervention the drainage in the area was stopped, together with overextraction of groundwater 

and, also, studies about nutrient leakage from nearby farms were carried out. In this way, threat were 

managed. 

Project goals included: 

- Improving habitats’ heterogeneity and reforming local landform. This resulted key for enhancing 

Structural diversity. 

- Enhancement of native species and balancing spatial distribution of flora species. Introduction of 

migration corridors and corrections of habitat and food requirements to facilitate the come-back of 

targeted species positively influenced the Species Composition. 

- Restoring ecological integrity and landscape’s pattern was obtained by restoration of natural 

hydrology. The level of water quality, assessed by analyzing nutrients composition, resulted 

improved and had positive outcomes also over the surrounding farms. Physical Conditions, 

Ecosystem function and External exchange resulted improved from the intervention. 
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Critics 

About the intentions 

Doubts about the ethic of ecological restoration have been raised by many (Katz, 2018). 

Particularly, according to Katz (2018), ecological restoration should be only a scientific 

procedure aiming to restore the functionality of an ecosystem. For many others (Almassi, 2017; 

Cairns, 2002), ecological restoration would be carrying instead, a deeper healing power, not 

only towards nature but towards ourselves. According to them, humankind feels responsible 

for the degradation of areas, as for an injustice carried out at the expense of the environment. 

Following Katz (2018) instead, this could be misconceived of the character of the relations 

between humans and nature, allowing people to manipulate nature for their own sake or 

according their own scale of values. This mindset could be counterproductive as leading to a 

strong anthropocentric approach to ecological restoration. 

About the Social Science aspect 

In his article published on Restoration Ecology in 2005, called ‘’The Two-Culture Problem: 

ecological restoration and the integration of knowledge’’, Eric Higgs underlies a fracture in 

ecological restoration, between social and nature sciences. He sees a lack of a true 

understanding and cooperation between the two areas that gets reflected both on the 

restorationists operate and in the scientific community. As durable projects are actively made 

by supportive communities, it is essential that both social and scientific representatives have a 

deep understanding of each other. The fracture gets bigger when considering that we are living 

in an age of scientific and technological advance that, often, takes the lead over social and 

humans dynamics. In this way it is important to work to bridge the gap by integrating scientific, 

social, and technical knowledge. This could be addressed by forming a new class of practitioner 

that are trained in an interdisciplinary and integrative way (Higgs, 2005). 

About the Method 

As recognized by the SER (2019) itself, restoration interventions get cumulative effect by 

scaling up. This unfortunately, is thought to be one of the bigger internal limits of the method 

as generally, restoration projects are of small scale. 

The area limitation can be due to a lack of fundings or to the opportunity cost that, dedicating 

an area to ecosystem recovery, implies. In addition, by scaling up restorative interventions, 

there is the risk to end up in applying other disciplines like landscape engineering. This would 

bring with itself the use of different techniques and values, leading to disadvantageous results 

(e.g., high level of manipulation and homogenization of the area) (Venkataraman, 2021) 

(Cairns, 2002). 
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Rewilding 

 
Background 

The history of rewilding was born shortly after the one of ecological restoration. It could be said that the 

two methods are actually bond together since the beginning. As stated in rewilding North America – A 

vision for the 21st Century (Foreman, 2004), ecological restoration and rewilding were recognized from 

the scientific community only a decade apart from one another. 

Preparatory to the advent of rewilding was the designation of Yellowstone as National park in 1872, soon 

followed by many other sites. This is considered as a milestone of the process of formation of rewilding 

as, although the Park was designated as a protected area mainly for aesthetic reasons, it manifests the 

general feeling of admiration and need for preservation for wild sites of the society at that time. Notably, 

the event links the early development of rewilding with Conservation as a fundamental discipline of the 

method (Foreman, 2004). 

Rewilding was born in North America and it’s early tracking, can be reconduct to Aldo Leopold himself, 

who, during the 20’s, fought for the recognition and protection many wilderness areas. (Foreman, 2004). 

In 1935 was indeed Aldo Leopold, together with other conservationists, to give birth to The 

Wilderness Society. One of the early achievements of the Society was to state that human 

activities that conflict with conservation and ecological values should not be pursuit within a 

wild and protected area. The society still exists and operates in the US targeting connectivity, 

and fighting for enhancing protected areas (The Wilderness Society, s.d.). 

The US Wilderness Act of 1964 has been fundamental for the recognition and formalization of 

the concept of wilderness (Johns, 2019). With this Act it was established that, within wild area, 

people are just visitors and are required not to have an impact on the area (US Department of 

Justice, 2015). 

During the 70’s, the idea of rewilding spread among the scientific community but, due to 

different land availability, culture and demographic peculiarity, rewilding developed 

differently in the US and in the rest of the world (DeSilvey & Bartolini, 2018). 

In the US it became characterized by the 3C’s approach: Core areas, Connectivity and 

Carnivores. Major theorists were the conservation biologist Michael Soulé and the 

environmental activist David Foreman (Lorimer et al., 2015). This union also brought to the 

establishment of The Wildlands Project, organization that, still works on the same objectives 

and path (Wildlands Network, s.d.). 
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In Europe, the first case that is generally thought to be significant for the establishment of 

rewilding is the one of Oostvaardersplassen (Lorimer et al., 2015). Oostvaardersplassen was 

an abandoned industrial area, close to Amsterdam, then turned into a research site. The project 

was meant to give the chance to study the effects of large vertebrate on an ecosystem, to test 

the possibility of de-domestication of some species (Lorimer & Driessen, 2013) and to shift 

the understanding of European Paleoecology from a ‘’closed-canopy high forest towards a 

forest-pasture landscape’’ (Lorimer & Driessen, 2013 p.173). 

In 1998, in the paper ‘’Rewilding and Biodiversity’’ from Soulé and Noss (1998), the word 

rewilding appeared for the first time with the same meaning that it has nowadays. 

In Europe rewilding kept growing, fostered by the expansion of functional ecology as 

discipline. Today, major targets are abandoned lands as, particularly rural areas, are 

progressively experiencing this phenomenon (Schepers & Jepson, 2016). One of the leading 

exponents of rewilding in the Old Continent is Rewilding Europe, which was formerly 

established in 2011 (Rewilding Europe, s.d.). Together with it, it is also worth mentioning the 

Wild Europe Initiative, an alliance of different organizations (e.g., Birdlife International, WWF 

etc..,) that supports rewilding in Europe. This was formally established in 2005 and collaborates 

with the EU in developing and implementing policies and standards for wilderness and wild 

(Wild Europe, s.d.). 

For what concern the rest of the world, rewilding projects are found in all Continents and the 

Global Rewilding Alliance (GRA), established in November 2020, aims to gathered societies, 

from grassroots organization to the major ones, which operates under the rewilding umbrella. 

The GRA works as well to be representative of the movement in international contexts (Global 

Rewilding Alliance, s.d.). The term ‘’umbrella’’ is here used to indicate that, although 

associations practicing rewilding may share some core values and objectives, the method 

assumes different features and shapes according to the context that it gets implemented in 

(Hayward et al., 2019). At present time, the IUCN is working, with a dedicated Thematic 

Group, on the establishment of some common principles, objectives and means that rewilding 

projects should be characterized by (CEM Rewilding Thematic Group s.d.). 

 

Definitions and Concepts 

Rewilding includes a number of different acceptations. Often, organizations provide their 

own definition of rewilding (Trees for Life, s.d.; True Nature Fundation, s.d.; Rewilding 

Earth, s.d.), similarly to scientists and researchers (Hall, 2019; Tanasescu, 2017). In here, it is 
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reported the one provided by the IUCN’s Thematic Group on Rewilding in their Rewilding 

Principles document (s.d.): 

the process of rebuilding, following major human disturbance, a natural 

ecosystem by restoring natural processes and the complete or near complete 

food-web at all trophic levels as a self-sustaining and resilient ecosystem using 

biota that would have been present had the disturbance not occurred. This will 

involve a paradigm shift in the relationship between humans and nature. The 

ultimate goal of rewilding is the restoration of functioning native ecosystems 

complete with fully occupied trophic levels that are nature-led across a range of 

landscape scales. Rewilded ecosystems should - where possible - be self- 

sustaining requiring no or minimum-intervention management (i.e., natura 

naturans or “nature doing what nature does”), recognizing that ecosystems are 

dynamic and not static. (p.1) 

 

Different types of Rewilding 

Passive Rewilding 

Passive rewilding happens on abandoned land which are found to have autonomously 

established an ecological successional progress towards the recovery of the ecosystem 

(Nogués-Bravo et al., 2016). In here, no active management interventions are needed as the 

process is nature-led throughout natural recolonization or wildlife return (Svenning, 2019). 

This kind of rewilding is typical in European rural areas (Navarro & Pereira, 2012). Box n. 2 

reports a case of passive rewilding documented in Denmark. 

 

BOX n. 2 – Passive rewilding in Vorsø 

The island of Vorsø 

The island of Vorsø is located in Horsen Fjord, in Jutland, Denmark. The area is about 895ha and, prior to 

1979, when the Danish Forest and Nature Agency took over as owner and area’s manager, was partly 

cultivated and used as a hunting reserve (The Danish Environmental Protection Agency, 2009) 

The case is interesting because is being researched as an example of natural succession: since the area has 

been left to its own development, increasing number of fauna species, particularly birds have kept 

establishing on site (Holst, 2020) (The Danish Environmental Protection Agency, 2009). The number of 

flora species has increased as well and, plants that were initially rare on site, became more populous. 

Today, the only human activities allowed on the island are eco-tourism and monitoring (GuideDanmark, 

s.d.) 
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Trophic Rewilding 

Trophic Rewilding is realized throughout the reintroduction of living animal species in a 

particular habitat. This practice can be chosen either to enhance species population, within a 

particular species’ protection project; or to focus on the re-establishment of ecological 

dynamics. Examples of important dynamics that rewilding might bring back to an impaired 

ecosystem are seed dispersal mechanisms, grazing and top-down control (e.g., predator-prey 

relation) (Galetti, et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2018). 

The practice of trophic rewilding occurs via translocation. When trophic rewilding targets the 

restoration of missing ecological dynamics, subjects of translocation might be both native 

species or, in case they are not available, different taxa. These are chosen for their ability to 

replicate the ecological role of the missing one, presenting similar features and behaviors 

(Lorimer et al., 2015). Box n. 3 shows two different applications of trophic rewilding. 

 

BOX n. 3 – Trophic rewilding and its application 

 

Trophic Rewilding for species population enhancement 
 

The Abruzzo chamois (Rupicapra pyrenaica ornata Neumannis) is an endemic species of the area of the 

Central Apennines, Italy. Due to over-hunting, this species was on the brink of extinction, found only within 

the original borders of the Abruzzo National Park. However, historical evidences witnessed how the chamois 

used to populate also the areas of the Gran Sasso National Park and Majella National Park. In the early 90’s, 

after few individuals were translocated to both areas, they managed to establish healthy populations (Febbo, 

2013; Gran Sasso Laga Park, s.d.). Between 2006 and 2008, thanks to the EU program LIFE, chamois 

colonies can be found as well in Sibillini National Park (Mancini, 2013) and, since 2013, also in Sirente- 

Velino Regional park (Parco Naturale Regionale Sirente-Velino, s.d.). All colonies have been started 

throughout translocation of living animals. 
 

Trophic Rewilding for ecological dynamics restoration 

 

Between the Spring 2009 and the Summer 2010, 16 European beaver (Castor fiber), were brought from 

Norway, to be released in the area across Argyll and Tayside, in Scotland, UK (Forestry and Land Scotland, 

2019). 

It was only in November 2016 though, that the Scottish government allowed for their permanent 

reintroduction after they had disappeared from the UK during the 16th century, mainly due to overhunting. 

The species was chosen because it has a huge impact on the ecosystems that it inhabits, mainly riparian areas 

and wetlands. Beavers are indeed called the ‘’ecosystem engineer’’ (Gaywood, 2017) as they act quite 

intensively on their surroundings by tree falling and eating broadleaved woody vegetation. This has a strong 

impact on the site’s hydrology and water biochemistry. Moreover, beavers are recognized as key-stone 

species as their action has a positive cascade effect also on the rest of biodiversity and on ecosystem 

functionality (Coz & Young, 2020). 
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Pleistocene Rewilding 

Pleistocene rewilding has its roots in the idea that humankind expansion has been major cause 

of biodiversity loss, not only over centuries, but millennials (Donlan et al., 2005). 

Particularly, supporters of this idea claim that the Pleistocene4 was dominated by megafauna, 

which carried out precious ecological dynamics for the ecosystems and played a fundamental 

role in maintaining biodiversity (Oliveira-Santos & Fernandez, 2010). 

Supporters of the method therefore, aim to reintroduce large bodied fauna (both carnivores and 

large herbivores could be involved) throughout proxy taxa substitution (Rubenstein & 

Rubenstein, 2016). Clearly, also this type of rewilding could be seen as ‘’trophic rewilding’’ 

but, it is generally distinguished from it for the use of local pre-historical (13.000 years ago 

ca.) ecosystem biome as reference models (Svenning & Faurby, 2017). Box n.4 presents a case 

of pleistocene rewilding. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 The Pleistocene corresponds to the time frame that goes from 2.6 million years ago to, circa, 11.700 years ago, 
when it was formally interrupted by the beginning of the Holocene. The Pleistocene is also recognized as the 
period of evolution and spread of Homo Sapiens around the Globe (Zimmermann, 2017). 

Box n. 4 – Pleistocene rewilding: the Pleistocene Park 
 

The project is called Pleistocene Park and can be found in Siberia, in the Yakutia Region. The founder is 

Sergey A. Zimov, a well-known Russian researcher, who believes that humans started to deteriorate the area 

since the beginning of the Holocene (Zimov, et al., 2021). According to the project website, the aim of the 

Pleistocene Park, is to recreate the ecosystem that characterized the area before humans could impact it.  

This is done to preserve the tundra’s permafrost and avoid the emission of CO2 that it is stored below it 

(Pleistocene Park Foundation, s.d.). 

 
Zimov and his group therefore, wish to recreate a complete and self-sustaining tundra’s ecosystem, starting 

by trophic rewilding and insuring that ‘’cascade effect’’ which will help preserving the delicate balance that 

this ecosystem requires. As an example of desired cascade effect, by moving the first layer of snow, large 

herbivores also allow for a deep-freezing process of the soil (Zimov, 2005). After studies and researches 

have been carried out on the area to understand with accuracy how the Pleistocene might have looked like, 

many large herbivores (yakutian horses, reindeer but also European bison among others) have been 

introduced within two fenced areas. Soon Zimov and his group are planning to introduce the American bison 

as well. When the grazing ecosystem will be in balance, tigers and other large predators will be released too 

(Pleistocene Park Foundation, s.d.). 
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Rewilding Values 

A fundamental value of rewilding is wilderness. According to the Wild Europe Initiative 

website (s.d.), which shaped the redaction of the European Commission’s Guidelines on 

management of wilderness areas: 

‘’a wilderness is an area governed by natural processes. It is composed of native 

habitats and species, and large enough for the effective ecological functioning of 

natural processes. It is unmodified or only slightly modified and without 

intrusive or extractive hu man activity, settlement, infrastructure or visual 

disturbance’’ (para 1). 

This definition is also close to the one provided by the IUCN (s.d.). Both are working definition 

utilized in projects and policies but, they also represent how deeply the concept of wilderness 

permeated the common sense and understanding of wild in rewilding. 

The concept identifies therefore, the dualism between what belongs to human world and what 

it does not. This guides rewilding practitioner in giving back to nature what humans deprived 

it from. It owns deep healing purposes; it refers to a sense of wonder that the human kind has 

in front of nature and it also involves the experience that people will have in meeting this ‘’other 

world’’ (Ceauşu et al., 2015). This can be considered as the first approach that rewilding had 

in its early appearance. It might probably reflect the feeling that Aldo Leopold himself in 1935 

had in claiming for the institution of more wild areas. It is the value supporting trophic 

rewilding in defaunated forests and that still, nowadays, leads many conservation and rewilding 

projects (Johns, 2019). 

More recently however, another value emerging in rewilding a is the one of wildness. Wildness 

is meant to express co-existence and co-production with nature (DeSilvey & Bartolini, 2018). 

This means that wildness opens up to new spaces of intersection, that wild nature does not 

belong only to protected areas but can be found in cities, parks and rural areas. Wildness 

defender aims for a more mutual rather than dualistic approach between human and nature 

(Ward, 2019). They call for a fluid way to intend wild and they wish for a more inclusive and 

tolerant understanding of people-fauna conflicts, also with those species that, traditionally, are 

thought to be dangerous or scary (Deary & Warren, 2018). 

This unfold another cardinal value of rewilding, which is appreciation for novelty. Novelty is 

meant to understand that past conditions are impossible to recreate and, as such, they must 

bring inspiration to management interventions but they should not be a stringent constraint  

(Hayward, et al., 2019). This approach also tries to conjugate nature and human needs with 

climate change and cultural landscape (Clement, 2021). 
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Novelty embraces nature owns-way to develop and evolve. In this, is expressed rewilding as 

the appreciation for nature’s autonomy (DeSilvey & Bartolini, 2018). This underlines that 

rewilding practitioners are required to create a self-sustaining ecosystem, which won’t need 

constant human management interventions. As well, in rewilding, nature is free to established 

its on ecological balance even when it involves new or unexpected elements (Deary & Warren, 

2018). 

 

The fundamental principles 

So far, there is not a major rewilding authority, or general point of reference for what concern 

both method and practices. This is also due to the strong regional identity that rewilding 

assumes according to the areas where it gets applied in. Hence, there can be found different 

lists of ‘’fundamental principles’’ for rewilding (e.g., Rewilding Europe, s.d.; Jones, s.d.; 

Taylor, 2019; WILD11, 2020; Gammon, 2018). Here it has been chosen to report the ones 

provided by the IUCN’s Thematic Group on Rewilding, although they are still under final 

assessment. 

 
Steve Carver and Ian Convery, co-chairs of the IUCN CEM Thematic Group on Rewilding, 

conducted a webinar called ‘’Rise of Rewilding and its role within Ecosystem Restoration’’ 

(2020), where they gathered the result of their findings: 

 

1- Rewilding focus on wildlife both for population enhancement and reintroduction of 

ecological dynamics 

2- Rewilding interventions must be founded on Core areas, Connectivity and Co-existence 

of humans and undomesticated taxa, in an integrated landscape approach 

3- Rewilding is inclusive, calling for engagement and support both from the public and 

the locals, which need to understand and be understood in their concern 

4- Rewilding makes use of reference models, which are meant to be appropriate for the 

site condition; drawn from both contemporary reference site and historical knowledge. 

5- Rewilding considers that ecosystems are constantly evolving, being exposed to pressure 

that are both allogenic and autogenic. For this, projects are required to be well-inserted 

in their environment and landscapes, to allow the system with bigger ecological 

resilience 

6- Rewilding targets climate change both in the outcomes, aiming to offering a tool to 

contrast this phenomenon; and in the planning, designing projects that will be resistant 

to it. 
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7- Rewilding is adaptive to the context in which it gets applied and it is informed by local, 

technical and scientific knowledge 

8- Rewilding is ecocentric and carries an ethical responsibility towards the value and the 

existence of all species 

9- Rewilding is based on monitoring to allow both for adaptive management and 

evaluation of results 

10- Rewilding proposes ‘’a paradigm shift in the co-existence of humans and nature’’ 

(Carver & Covey, 2020, min 31:07) calling for awareness in terms of significance of 

the global ecosystems’ health and towards “a new normality” where ecosystems are 

rich and fully functioning in their trophic interactions. 

 
Key attributes for rewilding 

As for guiding principles, also key attributes are still under assessment. For now, here it is 

reported a list of ecosystem’s attributes that have been utilized, in different projects, to evaluate 

a rewilding intervention’s achievements towards the ecosystem recovery. Table 2 summarizes 

them. 

 

Table 2 – attributes for rewilding 

 

Attributes Description 

Direct human inputs Initial translocations to sustain species population have been 

successful. Now the community is enlarging without the help 

of further individual translocations. 

Ending of artificial feeding and killing of animals to keep the 

population to a viable number (Torres et al., 2018). 

Direct human outputs End of harvesting of biomass and of wildlife. Also quitting of 

other productive activities within the rewilded area (Torres et 

al., 2018). 

Level of wilderness Measured throughout the evaluation of human pressures and 

presence (e.g., absence of infrastructure, distance from closest 

inhabited area). The highest level of wilderness, the more 

desirable (Thers et al., 2019; Lyons et al., 2020; Wolf & 

Ripple, 2018). 

Ecological integrity Complete disturbance regime reintroduced. Landscape 

connectivity is augmented (Torres et al., 2018; Wolf & Ripple, 

2018). 

Trophic level  

- Biodiversity After the rewilding intervention, the site presents a higher level 

of alpha diversity. Findings of new species colonization (The 

Danish Environmental Protection Agency, 2009) 
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- Population 

enhancement and 

geographic 

expansion in 

suitable habitat 

The rewilded area shows both augmented abundance and 

occupancy of species (Lyons et al., 2020; (Smith & Bangs, 

2009) 

- Trophic 

interactions 

Trophic interactions are enhanced (e.g., dispersal mechanisms 

are more effective due to an increased number of specimens- 

Similarly, predator-prey relation is balanced) (Wolf & Ripple, 

2018; Smith & Bangs, 2009; (Genes et al., 2018). 

 

Critics 

About the ethics 

For its focus on wild and wilderness the method has been accused of incentivising the 

separation between the human world and the natural one (Foreman, 2007). This might be 

detrimental because it can foster the idea that what belongs to a healthy environment cannot be 

in coexistence with human, representing either a threat or something that must be kept within 

protected areas (Jørgensen, 2015). As a consequence, humans do not belong to nature in a 

strong ecocentric perspective (Ward, 2019) and, within wild areas many human activities are 

not allowed so that, humans results pushed out (Gammon, 2018). 

About social implications 

Rewilding has been criticized for the implications that its methodology and principles brings 

with it. Particularly, it has been noticed that rewilding might take away resources from other 

more traditional conservation efforts (Rubenstein & Rubenstein, 2016). Also, animal 

translocation of megafauna might result in increased illegal animal trade and in a loss of income 

provided by ecotourism, in those countries that traditionally host these animals (Donlan et al., 

2005). Another implication of rewilding that has met resistance is the reintroduction of species 

that are generally seen as dangerous or to potentially cause damage to humans (e.g., wolves 

predating on livestock) (Wilson, 2004). 

About the method 

The method has been widely criticized for its ambiguity (Nogués-Bravo et al., 2016). This 

concerns both the practical and the theoretical aspects, as rewilding still needs to get officially 

formalized and assumes highly regional features. Further to this, high concerns have been 

raised by the implications of taxon substitution. Ecosystems are complex and delicate realities 

that cannot be completely understood. As such, introducing new elements might be disruptive 

for the dynamics that are already in place, and foreseeing long-term consequences introduces 

new difficulties (Donlan et al., 2005). 
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Similarities and Differences: a 

framework for classification 

 
Similarities 

 
Common guiding lines 

Rewilding and ecological restoration share some leading principles. By comparing the ones 

reported from different sources, it seems like the two approaches share a deep interest in 

stakeholders’ and communities’ engagement, hoping for a strong support and co-existence with 

the new reality formed after the intervention (Jones, s.d.; Taylor, 2019; WILD11, 2020; SER, 

2019). Generally, both ecological restoration and rewilding base their interventions on 

scientific and technical expertise, gathering knowledge from best available sources, assessing 

success and evaluation of results throughout monitoring (Rewilding Europe, s.d.; SER, 2019; 

WILD11, 2020). Moreover, the two claim for themselves to be adaptive land management 

approaches, deeply inserted in both the social and environmental context in which they operate, 

aiming to find solutions for resilient ecosystems’ establishment, also in facing climate change 

(SER, 2019; WILD11, 2020; Rewilding Europe, s.d.). 

Generally, there is also a tendency to associate rewilding and ecological restoration for the 

prefix ‘’re’’ common to both the words. This prefix underlines how the approaches aim for 

leading back to an ‘’original condition’’ of the interested ecosystem, before a kind of human 

disturbance happen (Deary & Warren, 2017). 

Moreover, similarities are found in the need for human intervention, even if with different 

degrees of manipulation exercised (Clewell & Aronson, 2013). Being both land management 

approaches, calling for the establishment of sustainable ecosystems, it is simple to see how 

they belong to the same continuum of close-to-nature activities, basing their actions on 

ecological considerations (Du Toit & Pettorelli, 2019). 

 
Fading borders 

When analyzing similarities between rewilding and ecological restoration, it is essential to 

understand that both approaches may assume slightly different attributes accordingly to the 

scopes and areas they get applied for and in. This can therefore, increase the level of similarities 
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between the two. Taking for example, passive rewilding as for carried out within the island of 

Vorso (box n.2), which formally limited interventions to controlling threats and leaving the site 

to natural succession, it could be easily associate to an intervention of ecological restoration.  

Same happens when considering ‘’open-ended restoration’’ as introduced by Hughes et al., 

(2012) which suggests that, in particular conditions, low-intervention restoration and 

acceptance of ecosystem’s self-reorganization might be preferable to conventional ecological 

restoration. 

Also, rewilding often gets interpreted differently accordingly to the societal context where it is 

applied. This also have a role in determining similarities as, for example, North American 

rewilding, focusing more specifically on the 3C’s approach and on the search for wilderness 

(Hall, 2014), can be more easily distinguished from ecological restoration than other forms of 

rewilding. The European rewilding indeed, being strongly focused on the restoration of loss 

dynamics (e.g., grazing or dispersal dynamics) and on the establishment of wildness (DeSilvey 

& Bartolini, 2018) is thought to be more similar to ecological restoration. 

 
Naturalness, wildness and wilderness 

Both ecological restoration and rewilding share an interest towards the restoration of a certain 

degree of natural features in a given area or ecosystem. This is made quite clear in rewilding, 

which makes of wilderness one of its main actions’ target and attribute (Ceauşu et al., 2015; 

WEI, s.d.; Wolf & Ripple, 2018) and with the relatively new concept of wildness (DeSilvey & 

Bartolini, 2018; Ward, 2019). Slightly harder to individuate on ecological restoration but still 

present, is the method’s interest towards naturalness. As highlighted by Nicole M. Evans and 

William P. Stewart (2018), naturalness, although it might be a constructed concept slightly 

varying in every individual’s mind, helps unifying practitioners’ visions of the trajectory of an 

ecological restoration intervention. An attempt to restore a certain degree of naturalness in 

ecological restoration was also reported by Ben Ridder (2007). In addition, numerous have 

been the attempts to establish naturalness index, either to evaluate intervention’s success or 

helping practitioner in prioritizing actions (Machado, 2004; Yao et al., 2019; Sengll et al., 

2017). This documents the general interest that ecological restoration shares with rewilding in 

attempting to restore some kind of ‘’natural dimension’’ within their projects, helping to accost 

the two in, at least theoretically, common desired outcomes. 
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Differences 

 
The role of megafauna and keystone species 

Whether considering the different types of rewilding, one of the major differences with 

ecological restoration is the role assigned to megafauna and keystone species. While in 

ecological restoration the presence of megafauna is thought to be important, but not essential,  

for evaluating the intervention as successful, generally, rewilding projects have megafauna as 

major target or tool of the intervention (Carver & Convey, 2020). 

Large bodied animals play a crucial role in rewilding, either for ensuring the wellbeing and 

survival of both predators and herbivores or for reintroducing some important lost dynamics 

within the considered ecosystem (Pettorelli et al., 2019; De Cózar-Escalante, 2019). This is 

generally referred at as top-down intervention, meaning that regulation is inoculate to the 

system with the reintroduction of lost trophic levels, starting from keystone species. For this,  

usually rewilding projects are of large scale. Ecological restoration on the opposite, works more 

on the structural and biophysical wellbeing of the ecosystem. Generally, organisms actively 

reintroduced are plant communities, to ensure a resilient and functioning structure in order to 

setting up the condition for the ecosystem’s self-recovery, with a bottom-up approach (Johns, 

2019; Standish et al., 2013). Ecological restoration interventions are, generally, of smaller 

dimensions compared to rewilding ones. 

Hence, it could be said that rewilding works to reintroduce some lost elements within the 

system, while ecological restoration has a more integrative approach, restoring an area as whole 

rather than some of its elements (Hall, 2014); (Pettorelli et al., 2019). In this sense, rewilding 

is a real response to the biodiversity crisis. Here, it is not meant to state that ecological 

restoration has not ‘’protecting’’ or ‘’enhancing biodiversity’’ among its final outcomes but  

that, while in rewilding enhancing biodiversity, it is usually the major target of the project, 

ecological restoration proposes broader intervention’s outcomes spectrum. 

 
The science behind the practice 

One aspect that needs to be included in this discussion is that ecological restoration has its roots 

in Restoration Ecology as a discipline. Restoration Ecology ‘’is the study of renewing a 

degraded, damaged, or destroyed ecosystem through active human intervention’’ (Restoration 

Ecology, 2021). Rewilding instead, has its roots in Conservation Biology: ‘’Conservation 
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biology is a discipline that focuses on protecting and restoring the Earth’s biodiversity’’ (BD 

Editors, 2017, para 1). 

From these premises, it can be easily drawn that the two approaches carry different perspectives 

and philosophies. If ecological restoration prefers an intervention that has a more holistic 

approach to the ecosystem, with a deep interest in ecological processes (e.g., nutrient cycle and 

restoration of natural hydrology) rewilding, will work for and with living organisms, although 

dynamics will necessary being brought in as well (e.g. grazing or seed dispersal) (Johns, 2019). 

 
Historical fidelity and Novel ecosystems 

Throughout the identification of reference models (SER, 2019), ecological restoration works 

to assist the regeneration of the site towards a recovery that attempt to mirror the original state 

of the area. The reference model is, therefore, used as main trajectory, aiming to predict the 

outcome of the project (Rohwer & Marris, 2016). Generally, the time benchmark is fixed to 

the point in time before the human disturbance, that caused the area’s degradation, happened. 

On the opposite, rewilding aims for the creation of self-sustaining and resilient ecosystems 

(Van Meerbeek et al., 2019), with shifting baselines. As it has been shown with the case of 

Pleistocene rewilding, the reference model can be withdrawn from a vary far point in time to 

more recent or contemporary ones. Based on the assumption that ecosystems are dynamic 

entities which evolve and readapt themselves to events and circumstances (Lindenmayer et al., 

2007) novelty in rewilding is usually embraced and accepted (Rohwer & Marris, 2016). With 

novel ecosystems it is in here intended: 

A novel ecosystem is a system of abiotic, biotic and social components (and their 

interactions) that, by virtue of human influence, differ from those that prevailed 

historically, having a tendency to self-organize and manifest novel qualities 

without intensive human management (Hobbs et al., 2013, p.58). 

This happens because rewilding tends to establish a target (e.g., survival of endangered species 

or reintroduction of seed dispersers) rather than a fixed trajectory on how to get it. With its 

focus on a damaged ecosystem as a whole, instead, ecological restoration’s target becomes the 

survival or regeneration of that particular ecosystem, with its specific elements. Therefore, the 

creation of novel ecosystems in rewilding is quite common. 

Obviously, rewilding does not necessary wish for an upheaval of the entire ecosystems but it 

proposes alternative management options to achieve the main target of the project. So, when 

considering the differences between ecological restoration and rewilding, we assist to a shift in 

the usage of ecological reference from being the target of the intervention to being the context 
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of the intervention. For this, rewilding is conceptually different from ecological restoration as 

it fosters a certain degree of unpredictability and it is a method that seeks for preservation of 

ecological functionality other that an historical fidelity to species composition (Du Toit & 

Pettorelli, 2019); (Corlett, 2016) in order not to replicate the past but to learn from it 

(Tanasescu, 2017). 

This is particularly true for all types of rewilding as, as shown with the cases reported in the 

box 2, 3 and 4, in most of them, it can be assisted to taxon substitution, species translocation 

and, as well, to alien species tolerance (Truitt et al., 2015). In the case of taxon substitution, it 

is usually justified by the need to restore some lost ecological functions. For translocation, it  

could be used to support species population enhancement and at last, alien species, are 

considered elements of the novel ecosystem community and organization. 

 
With, without or for humans? 

Ecological restoration could be described as being Human-led and Nature-enabled (Carver & 

Convey, 2020, min 42:30), meaning that every intervention presumes a high degree of 

intentionality and planning (Clewell & Aronson, 2013). This is clear also in those 

circumstances like ‘’passive regeneration’’ or ‘’open-ended restoration’’ which happen after, 

for example, the site’s recovery potential has been assessed, or after the cause of impairment  

has been removed. These cases do not have to be confused with passive rewilding, which 

usually happens without any type of human intervention or acknowledgment on, for example, 

abandoned lands. 

On the other side, ‘’Rewilding is Nature-led and only Human-enabled (Carver & Convey, 

2020, min 42:30).’The statement refers to the intentions and values behind the practice. What 

the authors are saying here is that rewilding aims to set nature free, which, of course, presumes 

intentionality in enabling nature to take its course, but that still, allows nature to take control 

and choosing the path to take. 

This is here reported to provide the idea that, being rewilding a form of adaptive land 

management as well, human interaction is also involved but with different outcomes and 

manners compared to ecological restoration. First, rewilding is generally associated with self- 

sustaining ecosystems while ecological restoration often requires forms of ongoing 

management (e.g., to control disturbances like fires regime). For this, rewilding guarantees a 

higher degree of autonomy to natural processes (Deary & Warren, 2017). 

With this ‘’hands-off’’ approach (Corlett, 2016), rewilding is therefore claiming for humans to 

stop intervening on the considered site, at any degree, from a certain moment on. This implies 
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that, although humans can be the cause of the creation of the novel ecosystem, they cannot 

represent the ongoing tool for its maintenance or introduction of novel elements (Mascaro et 

al., 2013). 

Hence, particularly for what concern European Rewilding, what about cultural landscapes? 

Being the rural areas abandonment an ongoing phenomenon, the question is pressing (Navarro 

& Pereira, 2012). Ecological restoration generally aims for the maintenance of such patchy and 

variate landscapes, believing that they represent a resource from both a multi-functional 

landscape perspective and for biodiversity itself. Rewilding on the opposite, calls for a ‘’let-it 

be’’ approach, allowing the areas to proceed towards an open-end natural succession, that 

would probably lead to a reforestation of the areas, embracing the possibility that it offers for 

novel ecosystems to establish (Garcia-Ruiz et al., 2020; Schnitzler, 2014). 

To conclude, Rewilding is often associated with land sparing, as for humans not to intervene, 

damage or even interact with the wild and wilderness, while ecological restoration represents 

more a land-sharing approach. 

 
Ecosystem Services provision 

The topic of the ecosystem services provision, to be completely understood, first needs an 

introduction to the theme. With ecosystem services are intended: 

The benefits people obtain from ecosystems. These include provisioning services 

such as food, water, timber, and fiber; regulating services that affect climate, 

floods, disease, wastes, and water quality; cultural services that provide 

recreational, aesthetic, and spiritual benefits; and supporting services such as soil 

formation, photosynthesis, and nutrient cycling (Millennium Ecosystem 

Assessment, 2005 p. V - preface). 

With this definition here it is already introduced a differentiation between types of ecosystem 

services. Particularly it is possible to distinguish between 

- Supporting services: those that are essential for the production of all the other 

ecosystem services 

- Provisioning services: those that represents goods procured from the ecosystem 

- Regulating services: which are provided by the regulation of ecosystem processes 

- Cultural services: ecosystem services of non-material nature (Bouma & Van Beukering, 

2015). 
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By looking at different websites and papers, rewilding practitioners and theorists often refer to 

rewilding as a management approach that provides ecosystem services, as much as ecological 

restoration does. 

Ecological restoration is here recognized as providing a larger amount of ecosystem services 

that belongs to the all four areas, while rewilding has more to do with regulating and cultural 

ones. This happens because ecological restoration projects are generally focused on restoring 

sites considering as well human and societal needs. Clewell and Aronson (2013) regarding 

large-scale restoration projects, provide this definition of ecological restoration: 

The common rationale for restoration in these larger projects is to provide 

ecosystem services, particularly substrate stabilization and erosion control; 

detention of flood waters; improvement of water quality and water storage; 

habitat for officially protected species; habitat for other desirable wildlife; and 

recreational opportunities associated with natural areas (p.162). 

The importance given to ecosystem services as for human benefits, is reported also by 

J.M.Garciá  -Ruiz  et  al.,  (2020)  who  defines  ecological  restoration  as:  ‘‘the  human-induced 

activities that lead to the partial recovery of sustainable ecosystems that will ensure high- 

quality ecosystem services’’(p.6). 

Also, by comparing The SER International Primer on Ecological Restoration (2004) and, the 

International Principles & Standards for the Practice of Ecological Restoration, 2nd Edition 

SER (2019) it is visible the increasing interest that ecological restoration is dedicating to 

societal inclusion and economic benefits that derive from its interventions. 

Notably, there is also an attempt to evaluate ecosystem services in economic terms. This is 

somehow turning ecological restoration into a business, making of this ecosystem services. 

‘’evaluation’’ a new attribute to estimate progress and achievements of ecological restoration’s 

interventions (Perring et al., 2015). 

The same can hardly be said for rewilding. Although many rewilding representants, especially 

within the European rewilding call for wildness and a co-existence approach between humans 

and ‘’the new wild’’, by looking at different organizations’ websites, like the one from 

Rewilding Europe or The Nature Foundation, it is clear that there is a major difference between 

the types of ecosystem services provision in ecological restoration and rewilding. Particularly, 

when rewilding interventions are claimed to provide ecosystem services other than cultural 

ones, they generally result to be ‘’a secondary outcome’’ of the project and not the direct  

intervention target. Moreover, no material was found about rewilding providing ecosystem 

services belonging to the ‘’provisioning area’’ as no human activities like hunting, wood 
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extraction or fishing are generally allowed within the scope of a rewilding project. Many 

rewilding interventions hope for an increased sustainable tourism, as an economic activity 

deriving from the project. Which is for sure a source of income or a sign of consideration 

towards the local population but still, it presumes the separation of the human world and the 

natural one, as human could only ‘look but not touch’’. For what regards the regulating 

ecosystem services, they are generally well-addressed, with many references to the 

improvement in water quality, natural hydrology restoration or climate change mitigation. At 

last, rewilding is often associated with cultural ecosystem services, proposing many benefits to 

human mental and physical health and with the landscape-aesthetic area (Rewilding Europe, 

s.d.; Zimov, 2005; True Nature Fundation, s.d.). 

 
Clashing philosophies: Anthropocentric vs Ecocentric 

Ecological Restoration shows a more anthropocentric approach, with an increasing attention 

towards societal and human needs, looking for a sustainable but depending relation between 

humans and the natural world. This is also due to the science that underpins it as restoration 

ecology is not only a natural science but also a social one (Perring et al., 2015) and that 

necessitates of the people’s support (Choi et al., 2015; Higgs, 2005) 

On the contrary, rewilding looks for an authentic ecocentric approach. This is demonstrated by 

many different authors’ publication (Lorimer & Driessen, 2013); (Corlett, 2016) and websites’ 

citations that can be summarized by this one from Pettorelli et al., (2019) that describes 

rewilding as ‘’[…]the resumption of wildness, by which degraded areas may regain 

biodiversity and develop into undefined future states without further interference, and not 

necessarily with any further utility to humans’’(p.7). 

What is notable is also the correspondence of rewilding with radical environmentalist groups 

and ‘’the green movement’’ (Carver and Convery, 2020), as it is shown by ‘’Earth First!’’ 

founded in 1980 by Dave Foreman (Taylor, 2018) after He worked for the Wilderness Society. 

Also, many rewilders practitioner would agree with E.O. Wilson’s theory of ‘’setting aside 

Half Hearth’’ for guaranteeing biodiversity’s conservation, which is also at the base of ‘’The 

Conservation Revolution: radical ideas for saving nature beyond the Anthropocene’’. At last, 

environmental activists, like George Monbiot did for the Orion Magazine (2014), often refer 

to and promote rewilding. 

This is also preparatory for understanding how rewilding has not only a scientific and practical 

background but it draws from an ethical, emotional and philosophical sphere as well. Rewilding 
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is for a shift in our understanding of society’s relation towards and with nature (Schnitzler,  

2014); CEM Rewilding Thematic Group, s.d.) promoting connectivity not only between natural 

patches but also within the self (Carver & Covey, 2020). 

 

 
 

The Framework 

 
During this research has been brought to light that, in many cases, rewilding is mis-used to 

designate interventions that are actually, of ecological restoration. This might create confusion 

to practitioners and theorists. 

Also, decision makers and stakeholders, when in decision-making process, need to understand 

precisely the outcomes, implications and the procedures of a project. Establishing clearly when 

their facing a case of rewilding or of ecological restoration could be of help. 

Table 3 shows a framework that makes easier identifying whether a case is an example of 

rewilding or of ecological restoration. The framework is made up of six points. The first four 

concern with on field activities, describing different types of actions that are considered as 

being at the core of the differences between the two approaches. The last two points refer to 

the ethical-philosophical area. This was made intentionally to provide the framework with an 

insight over the social and ethical spectrum. 

 
Table 3 – The framework 
 Ecological Restoration Rewilding 

Species introduction It is considered as one factor to restore 

functioning ecosystems. Often, 

ecological restoration interventions are 

focused on plant communities 

(Standish et al. 2013) 

Particularly at trophic level, it is usually 

the main target of the project. 

Intervention based on Historical fidelity and ‘’recent’’ 

reference model 

Novel ecosystems and shifting reference 

model baseline. 

Practices that can be easily found within 

rewilding projects are: 

-Taxonomic Substitution 

-Alien Species acceptance 
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Approach Bottom-up: intervention starts targeting 

physical conditions and ecosystem 

functions (e.g., natural hydrology and 

nutrient cycle are restored together 

with chemical and physical attributes) 

Top-down: ecosystem’s structure and 

conditions are targeted throughout species 

reintroduction. This allows for boosting 

already present dynamics and introducing 

the missing ones (e.g., introducing 

grazing contributes to shaping the habitat 

and balancing plant species’ composition) 

Type of Intervention Recovery ecosystems from a clearly 

degraded state. The type of 

intervention applied search for ‘’a net 

positive outcome’’ as described from 

the SER – International Standards and 

Principles (2019). 

Equilibrating ecosystems: the ecosystem 

is already functioning but there is the 

need to introduce some missing elements 

or reinforce dynamics (e.g., seed 

dispersal). Usually, this is done by 

releasing individuals/new species. 

Philosophy Anthropocentric: intervention is made 

for guaranteeing ecosystem services 

provision of different kinds. 

Ecocentric: intervention is made for 

enhancing biodiversity. People-nature 

interactions are to be limited and, when 

possible, favor nature. 

Type of Process Human led-Nature enabled Nature led-Human enabled 

 

 
 

 

Case Studies and the Framework’s 

application 

Ecological restoration reference case 

 
Landscape Context and Land-Use history 

The area of the interventions is located within the Regional Natural area of Ripa Bianca in Jesi. 

The area is being managed as natural reserve since 1997 and it covers 310 hectares. Across 

time, it gained different level of protection from hunting ban to becoming a Natura 2000 site 

in 2003. From a morphological point of view, the site is enclosed between two hills, on a plain 

used until now as agricultural land and crossed by the Esino river. It stretches across 3,5 

hectares and it is subjected to floods. Being part of a natural reserve, it results key for local 

biodiversity expansion and survival (Belfiori, et al., 2012). 
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Fig.2. Geographical location of Riserva Ripa 

Bianca from google Earth 

Fig.3. The intervention area within the 

Ripa Bianca Natural Reserve. 

The orange line shows the intervention 

area within the Ripa Bianca Natural 

Reserve (indicated by the black line) 

(Belfiori, et al., 2012). 

 

How the system was degraded, damaged or destroyed 

Starting from the 18th century, the river Esino has been subjected to aggradation. During the 

last 50 years though, the trend has been reversed and, after intense drainage carried on in the 

adjacent areas, the land was turn into agricultural fields. Cultivations here, reach the riverbank 

depriving the river of its natural floodplain area. Also, due to construction material extraction’s, 

the riverbed has been severely eroded. Contemporary, the river natural course has been 

modified for the construction of a power plant, a bridge and by securing the river banks with 

palisade and reef. Intervention that results, anyhow, insufficient as the river keeps overflowing 

and eroding its surroundings. Moreover, the site has been utilized as minor landfill as well 

(Ambrogiani, et al., 2017; Belfiori, 2021). 

 
Restoration vision and goals of the project 

The intervention was carried out with the intention of restoring a traditional riparian landscape 

and habitat that it is supposed to characterize the area previous to human intervention. One of 

the targets of the project was to allow the river to partially reappropriate of its original 
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dynamics. The site was divided in two sections. On the northern part, the aim was to restore a 

lowland forest with a dominant willow grove; the southern one instead, being frequently 

flooded by river floods, it was devolved to the development of a spontaneous reed bed, allowing 

the river to reclaim its natural flooding area (Belfiori, 2021) (Belfiori, et al., 2012). Once 

completed, the new wetland resulted protected on the river side by the already-existent riparian 

forest belt, on the slopes of the adjacent hills. For its particular position, within a naturally 

protected valley and located on a stretch of bank of the river where there are no transit roads 

or artificial access, this new habitat offers an excellent refuge for many species, particularly 

ardeids which were already established in the zone. Some of them are used as ecological 

indicators. Also, it became one of the elements of greatest landscape interest in the whole area. 

Thanks to the annual floods, the upstream and downstream floodplain areas, subject to 

intervention, continue to be hydraulically independent but connected with the Esino River 

(Belfiori, 2021) (Belfiori, et al., 2012). The intervention followed the principle of assisted 

regeneration (Belfiori, 2021). This was to encourage the fast return of the ecosystem towards 

its original state, and for interrupting the series of human manipulations carried out on site. All 

actions taken were based on ecological considerations (Belfiori, 2021). 

 
Reference System 

As a reference model, managers looked up to a typical lamination area of a river of middle-low 

course of central Italy, not heavily anthropized. The species utilized were the one found in the 

Ripa Bianca Regional Park, which have been used to furnish biotic material and a trajectory to 

the practitioners (Belfiori, 2021). The species used as ecological indicators could be already 

found within the domain of the Ripa Bianca Natural Reserve. 

 
Interventions 

Previous to the action, the area has been subjected to geotechnical, hydrographical and 

geomorphological classification. Also, agreements with neighboring landowners were needed 

to guaranteeing access to the sites, for the whole duration of the interventions, and to avoid 

future land appropriation or tampering. 

Although the site was divided in two sections, preparatory to interventions was the micro- 

leveling of the ground (of about 0,5m) to favor water stagnation. 

To restore the traditional lowland forest with dominant willow, a total of 1000 cuttings were 

planted on an area of 0,73 hectares. The species utilized were Salix Alba (35%), Salix purpurea 
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(10%) and Salix Elaeagnus (10%), together with Populus alba (15%) and Populs nigra (30%). 

Cuttings had a diameter of about 3-5cm and they were about 50cm height. 

In the southern area instead, the target was to enable spontaneous development of reeds on 1,2 

hectares. To create the reeds, actions carried out were: 

- Natural hydrology restoration: the existent ditch has been enlarged from 2m to 10m. 

Further, other three lateral incisions were done on the surrounding field to augment the 

water dispersion on the future reeds area. 

- Random installation of 200 clods with rhizomes of Phragmites australis and Typha 

latifolia in equal parts. 

The extraction of cuttings did not affect the original ecosystem. Material obtained with the 

excavations had been disposed accurately on site, to favor ground modeling and leveling. When 

in presence of clay, it was reemployed at the Ripa Bianca Reserve as for increasing the 

waterproofing of already existing wet areas. To avoid impacts on birds during the nesting 

season, ground actions were taken between August and September. 

A bird-watching point was added on a suitable spot within the area. 

Further to the initial project, in 2016 it was decided to reintroduce the green toad on site. For 

doing so, they created small ponds, which were used as protected nursery. Eggs were taken 

from exposed and uncontrolled sites outside the reserve and left to metamorphose in them. 

 
Monitoring 

Monitoring had been required for the first year to make sure plants took root and answered well 

to floods (Belfiori, et al., 2012). Further monitoring focuses on problematic species 

containment and general condition assessment of both forest and reed (Belfiori, 2021). At last, 

bird watching assess the presence of species used as ecological indicator. For the reed area, 

target species are: Acrocephalus arundinaceus, Acrocephalus scirpaceus, Ixobrychus minutus 

and Botaurus stellaris; while for the forested area it is looked for Nycticorax nycticorax, and 

Phalacrocorax pygmeus. Bufo bufo, Hyla intermedia, Pelophylax esculentus complex and 

Natrix natrix will be the desired ecological indicator (Belfiori, et al., 2012). 

 
Evaluation of success 

Major success was obtained by avoiding land tampering from neighboring landowners 

(Belfiori, 2021). Generally, the well-establishment of the introduced species and ecological 

indicators targeted are to be considered as positive and desired outcomes. Spreading of the 

green toads within the reserve territory has been reported (Belfiori, 2021). 
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Rewilding reference case 

 
Landscape Context and Land-Use history 

The project Rewilding Appenines is being carrying on since 2013 across different regions of 

Central Italy. It operates in collaboration with the association called ‘’Salviamo l’orso’’ (Save  

the Bear). Particularly, the project involves an area of about 100.000 hectares, stretching across 

Abruzzo and Maijella National parks, the Sirente Velino Regional park and their buffer zones 

(Rocholl, 2018). Historically, the area of the Abruzzo National park was recognized as being a 

National Park in 1923, but earlier, it was used as a personal hunting reserve from the Italian 

Royal Family (Ente Parco nazionale d'Abruzzo, s.d.). The Sirente-Velino instead, was declared 

as regional park only later, in 1989, (Parco Sirente-Velino, s.d.) while the Majella National 

park was recognized as such from 1995 on (Parco della Majella, s.d.). These natural areas are 

home to the Marsican Bear (Ursus arctos marsicanus), an endangered species that is 

recognized from the IUCN as being in ‘’critical danger’’ due to the small population existing 

(Rewilding Appenines, s.d.) The Marsican bear is considered as an umbrella species, so that, 

its conservation does not favor only the species itself but also the safety of other species with 

it. Still, it has been chosen from Rewilding Europe as the iconic animal for their project in the 

Appenines, although it can be found also in other zones in Europe like the Carpatians. 

 

 

 

Fig.4. Rewilding Appenines intervention 

area. Image retrieved from Rewilding 

Europe website (s.d.) 

Fig. 5. The marsican bear distribution in 

Central Italy. 

(Valerio Mastrella, Parco Nazionale 

D’abruzzo website, s.d.) 
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How the system was degraded, damaged or destroyed 

The area was heavily deforested during the centuries so that, between the 50’s and the 90’s it 

was subjected to an intense work of reforestation. This left behind kilometres of barbered wire 

that was initially used to protect the young trees. It still creates fences, limiting mobility and 

constituting a risk for fauna and visitors. Also, the bear population was heavily affected by 

hunting, land use change (e.g., for urbanization or ski implants and resorts constructions) and 

resulting habitat fragmentation. Nowadays, the major risk for the bears is constituted by car 

accidents, diseases spreads by domesticated animals and genetic limited variation of the 

population, which reduces the fertility rate (Rewilding Appenines, s.d.; Cipollone, 2021). 

 
Rewilding vision and goals of the project 

Rewilding believes in a self-sustaining nature which runs freely its own processes. The project 

aims to create spaces for natural processes to happen as for rivers not obstructed, expanding 

forests and herbivores and carnivores free to inhabit their land (Rewilding Europe, s.d.).With 

this, the major target is to increase biodiversity. Also, when talking about the bears, the project 

aims for a co-existence of the local population with them. A big hope is to make the bear 

accepted and understood (Cipollone, 2021). Moreover, the project is working to create 

ecological corridors which can improve the connectivity within the interested site so that the 

individuals can roam freely and safely. Rewilders wish for a reduction of human impact on 

natural areas in order to restore original functionality of processes and elements. At last, 

rewilders are working to promote nature-based economy to boost local enterprises with 

activities like nature-based tourism (Rewilding Appenines, s.d.). 

 
Reference System 

As a reference system it has been decided to use the Parks as they are today, encouraging the 

development of species that are native to the areas. Moreover, few new species are being 

reintroduced like the vultures, introduced by the Forest corps during the 90’s which are thought 

of inhabited these skies centuries ago (Cipollone, 2021). 

 
Interventions 

In order to increase mobility and connectivity across the Parks, the association worked on the 

removal of barbered wire. This, although it doesn’t represent a direct danger for the bear itself 

might constitute a real fence for its prey. To help the bear population to find food they also 

manage some fruit trees within the parks. Four wells catching rain waters have been secured 
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as well (Rewilding Appenines, s.d.). The organization is collaborating for increasing and 

monitoring the number of ecological corridors connecting the three separate parks. Rewilding 

Appenines works in association with other organizations to involve directly also the population 

in conservation actions (Rewilding Appenines, s.d.; Cipollone, 2021). These might be of 

different kind as for prevention (e.g., installation of electrified fences to protect livestock) or 

of economic identity (e.g., encouraging the development of local enterprises based on bear 

watching). The group is working also on reclamation of illegal landfills across rivers, roads 

and paths. Among other activities, they also pressure different institutional bodies to create 

synergies over the conservation efforts for the bear (Cipollone, 2021). A reproduction center 

for the release of the crayfish into the Fiume Verde, to replenish the crayfish population, not 

only on this river but on others as well, has been revived thanks to the association. 

 
Monitoring 

Corridors are being monitored by using photo-trap to evaluate their functionality and, as well, 

which other species benefit from their installation. In 2020 monitoring took over Ernici 

Mounts, an area close to the parks, in order to witness the expansion of bears and other species 

in close sites as well. Together with photo trapping, monitoring over genetic variability and 

condition of the bear population is being carried out (Rewilding Appenines, s.d.). 

 
Evaluation of success 

In an unpublished document, Rewilding Europe is providing its members with directions about 

how to evaluate success in projects. Here are reported the points that Mario Cipollone (2021) 

shared during the interview as the guidelines for success evaluation provided by the 

association: 

- The reinforcement of animal population: during the last four years natality of bears cub 

has been registered as being increasing: 12 cubs in 2016, 10 in 2017, 11 in 2018 and 20 

in 2019 (Rewilding Appenines, s.d.) 

- The reduction of the anthropic pressure on the interested area 

- Greater connectivity of the terrestrial landscape: 13,8 kms of barbered wired removed 

(Rewilding Appenines, s.d.) 

- Better spontaneous vegetation dynamics 

- Lower impact of alien or invasive species 

- Better composition of the terrestrial species 

- Number of actions taken for damage prevention and a comparison with harmful events 
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Test of the framework by interviews 

Table 3 summarizes and compares the answers given by the interviewed over the 

questions related to the framework. The answers reported are extrapolations from the 

full interview transcript provided in appendix A and B. 

 

Table 4 – The interviews 

Questions David Belfiori - Director of the 

Natural Reserve of Ripa Bianca, 

Jesi 

Mario Cipollone - Rewilding 

Apennines coordinator 

1-What species 

did you work 

with in the field? 

Also, what was 

the role of the 

trophic level 

within the 

project scope? 

‘’We have not reintroduced 

animal species except for a 

single project. In the first area 

[…] we have introduced plant 

species taken in situ in order to 

speed up a recolonization 

project. The idea was to recreate 

that environment […] that no 

longer exists. we have planted 

willows and black poplar, it was 

not an intervention that worked 

for or with target species.’’ 

‘’In fact, when the bear is protected, 

being an umbrella species, other 

animals and plant species are also 

protected […] 

We reactivated a crayfish 

reproduction center. […] We also 

have a project about Apenninic 

Chamois reintroduction on the 

Velino mount. 

In general, we prefer to work at the 

restoration of the trophic chains 

[…]. We have identified some 

target species but, the vision is also 

that of environmental restoration at 

the service of these target species.’’ 

2- Did you use 

reference 

models for your 

interventions? 

And, what is 

your approach 

to novel 

elements? 

‘’Yes. The reference system can 

be a river of the middle or lower 

course. This is because the Esino 

river, at least after the upper part, 

is not a natural river as it has 

been anthropized. So, the 

reference models could be 

another natural river of same size 

as it looks like previous to 

human intervention’’ 

[…] 

‘’We actively contrast exotic 

species, especially animals. 

Although the control of plant 

species could also be included in 

‘’Griffins were reintroduced in the 

90s’ by the state forestry corps. It is 

not sure the period in which they had 

disappeared, probably during the 

1700 […] 

I think it is a combined action: if we 

think of models, the one of 

coexistence is given us by the 

basemark community. We have 

reference models such as the nature- 

based economy’’. 
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 the management plan, we should 

do a fairly intense felling work, 

which is currently not a priority. 

Generally,  exotic species are 

captured and killed, if requested, 

otherwise through  monitoring, 

they can be tolerated.’’ 

 

3-Would you 

define your 

approach as 

bottom-up or top 

down? That is, 

do you rather 

start working on 

what are the 

morphological, 

physical and 

chemical 

conditions of the 

ecosystem or do 

you proceed top- 

down, starting 

from species in 

the hope that 

they will 

recreate 

dynamics? 

‘’Definitely bottom-up.’’ ‘’Bottom-up. We always try to have 

a direct relationship with local 

communities [….] and an attention 

to the territory’’ 

4-Would you say 

that the type of 

intervention of 

your project 

were more 

focused on 

rebalancing a 

system or on the 

recovery of that 

ecosystem? 

‘’it is a full restoration because 

the target was to recreate an 

environment that, naturally, 

should be there because, if that 

area sixty years ago would have 

not have been cultivated, it 

would have been like it looks 

today after our interventions.’’ 

‘’I think they were more about 

rebalancing. The current system 

seems to me to be well-preserved 

even if, in some cases, there would 

then be a need for a full recovery’’ 

5-What kind of 

ecosystem 

services do you 

think your 

intervention 

‘’ In both directions: in the sense, 

anthropocentric because it 

certainly increases the well-being 

of a visitor […]. But also, 

ecocentric, because in any case it 

‘’Local communities already extract 

from the territory in which they live 

in […] It is possible for us, with 

trained people, to find a usage 

balance while maintaining a greater 
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guarantees to 

society? Do you 

foresee a system 

for the usage of 

resources by the 

community? 

And also, do you 

see your 

intervention as 

guided more by 

an 

anthropocentric 

or ecocentric 

approach? 

is part of the ecological network 

of the Marche region, the Ripa 

Bianca and the river are a 

connectors and part themselves 

of it. Moreover, it certainly 

increases the ecological- 

receptive capacity of the area for 

birds and mammals. As for other 

ecosystem services, we have 

water protection, increased 

storage of CO2, protection of 

biodiversity etc.,’’ 

culture, sensitivity and respect for 

resources, to foresee their use. […] 

We know that animals and all 

species present in a given habitat, 

have a value in terms of ecosystem 

services production. 

We believe we have an ecocentric 

vision if we want to define 

ourselves in this way. We try to 

promote the restoration of natural 

processes spontaneously: we help 

but do not arrogate to ourselves the 

idea, in an anthropocentric way, of 

reinserting a species to adjust a 

system’’. 

6-Human-led 

and nature- 

enabled or 

nature-led and 

human-enabled? 

If you had to 

place your 

intervention, 

how would you 

classify it? 

‘’The first one. It is an 

intervention that focuses on 

restoring what humans have 

damaged. So yes, it is also 

human-guided as, it is not left 

abandoned but human 

intervention is frequent. Before it 

was agricultural land, today it got 

reforested. I feel like choosing 

the first one.’’ 

‘’Philosophically the second one. 

Nature guides humans, who 

increases his abilities. Anyway, in 

this phase with a human presence 

so strong and consolidated, it is 

probably still the man who directs 

processes and makes it so that 

nature can regain control. 

Generally, though, I believe it is 

like that, it is nature that controls 

us.’’ 

 

 

 

Generally, considered the answers given by the interviewees, the framework seemed to be 

helpful in classifying the two interventions as being either rewilding projects or ecological 

restoration ones. 

Major points of congruence were noticed, in order, about species chosen and the role they have 

within the project. The ecological restoration case mainly worked with plant species, while the 

rewilding one focuses mainly on predators and on the restoration of the trophic chain, in order 

for the targeted species to prosper. The different types of interventions were also recognized 

by the interviewees as both spontaneously interpreted their projects as being focused on the 

‘’recovery’’ of the ecosystems (Belfiori) or within the ‘’rebalancing’’ frame (Cipollone). At  

last, also for what concern the type of process carried out, again, the interviewees easily 
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associated their interventions with either human-led and nature-enabled or nature-led and 

human-enabled. 

Difficulties where observed in identifying the project’s approach as being bottom-up or top- 

down. While David Belfiori easily agreed with the framework that the ecological restoration 

intervention started with a ‘’bottom-up’’ approach, for Mario Cipollone was not the same. He 

interpreted the question expanding it to the social dimension, considering as a ‘’bottom-up 

approach’’, the type of intervention that deals with locals and communities and not only with 

the targeted environment. 

On the contrary, slightly harder to collocate for the ecological restoration representative, was 

the philosophy behind the intervention. He recognized in his work a component of 

anthropocentric value, being the reserve at the recreational and educational service of the 

visitors. Still, by collocating the natural reserve within a broader ecological network, not only 

at Regional level but also at the European one, He gave the project an ecological meaning and 

importance for itself, and not only from the people’s point of view. Mario Cipollone instead  

clearly sees his intervention on the light of the ecocentric perspective. 

At last, the most difficult to classify was, for sure, the use of historical reference and the relation 

with novel elements. David Belfiori made clear that the Ripa Bianca project was moved by an 

attempt to recreate a traditional riparian ecosystem as for how it would have been before human 

intervention turned it into agricultural field. This relates to a historical baseline of no later than 

the last sixty years, in line with the interpretation suggested by the framework. However, they 

did not perform a strict control over the species composition’s fidelity to the original 

ecosystem. On the opposite, they tolerated both alien plant species, which are getting 

naturalized in the area, as for alien animal species that, as long as they do not damage the 

restored habitat and perform well with the other species, are accepted. In addition, He 

introduced that ‘’the control of plant species could also be included in the management plan, 

we should do a fairly intense felling work, which is currently not a priority’’(Belfiori, 2021). 

Same ambiguity, in relation to this element of the framework, was found in the answer given 

by Mario Cipollone. Accordingly, to the proposed framework, they didn’t intervene on the 

ecosystem species composition. They just limit themselves to work for ‘’a better composition 

of the terrestrial species’’(Cipollone, 2021). It means that they are not actively contrasting any 

particular alien or invasive species. Also, talking about translocation, the only element of 

novelty possibly directly introduced by them, seems to be the river crayfish, within the Gizio 

river, which was found to be a possible suitable habitat, but not a traditional one. 
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Discussion 

 
Discussion about the framework’s test 

To fully evaluate the effectiveness of the framework in all its part, further studies would be 

needed to understand if discrepancies with case-studies might be substantial. The framework 

could be applied to different situations, to understand its validity. Particularly, the case studies 

chosen were clearly pertaining either to the ecological restoration area or to the rewilding one, 

so that, actively testing the framework against ‘’mixed-cases’’, which would have presented 

unclear featured of both approaches, might help in clarifying its utility. Also, new elements of 

differentiation might be identified and could be added. The framework is open and can be 

enlarged, if required. 

Due to time constraint and interviewees’ availability, it was not possible to prologue the 

interviews and clarifying their understanding of the matter. In few occasions, particularly for 

what concern the use of reference model and the type of approach utilized by the rewilding 

project, questions should have been rephrased on a way that would have made clearer to the 

interviewee what exactly was the topic addressed. 

However, for what concern the doubts regarding the type of approach used, in other moments 

of the interview, Mario Cipollone expressed multiple times His interest in utilizing living 

species for reinforcing or producing lost dynamics. With ome statements like ‘’Vultures 

consume carcasses that could, otherwise, infect other animals; the bear, through fur and 

excrement, can disperse botanical species and produces food for other animals’’ or ‘’Yes, we 

certainly take care of the trophic chains because, to improve the environmental suitability, it is 

necessary to guarantee the sustenance of the target species in these environments’’ and, at last  

‘’In fact, when the bear is protected, being an umbrella species, other animals and plant species 

are also protected’’; He partially expressed his adherence to the top-down approach. 

Same happened with the use of the reference model as, further in the interview, Mario says 

‘’the current system seems to me to be well-preserved’’ so that, working on an already 

functioning ecosystem with a focus on the 3C’s approach, might have led the group not to 

properly establish, or needing, a reference model. This would not made of the framework a less 

useful tool, but just this particular element could not be appliable in this specific case, as the 

National Parks they are working on, represent the reference themselves. 
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Difficulties were noticed also in the answers given from David Belfiori about the value 

underpinning the ecological restoration case. On one side, the Ripa Bianca reserve and the 

intervention area are fully embodied in an urban context, with constant intervention needed 

(e.g., irrigation, alien species control, orchards maintenance etc.,) to preserve the site the way 

it looks like. Also, in another section of the interview, Belfiori said ‘’within the reserve we 

have several sectors: an officinal-plants area, a vineyard, an orchard and, when that project that 

was previously only an agricultural area began, 2000m was left to spontaneous evolution to 

make people understand which is the difference between the areas. Initially, I had the need to 

create hedges, paths as an area visited and open to visitors. The recovery, also needed to be 

accelerated for aesthetic reasons’’. This was, obviously, referred to the whole area of the 

Regional Reserve and not specifically to the intervention spot observed, in which, still, was 

also created a bird-watching spot. On the light of this, the partial recognition of the intervention 

and, generally of the maintenance of the area, as being animated by both ecocentric and 

anthropocentric values, although opposite, seems fair and it aligns quite well with the 

interpretation of ecological restoration intervention provide by the framework. 

At last, regarding the doubts raised by both the answers given on tolerance or rejection towards 

novelty and its elements, Mario Cipollone placed ‘’the reduction of alien and invasive species’ 

impact on the considered ecosystem among the achievement’s indicators’’, which is quite in 

strong contrast with the framework provided. Same, for the answer given by David Belfiori, 

which highlights a bigger tolerance towards invasive species and novelty than expected from 

an ecological restoration project accordingly to the framework. Yet, this would not specifically 

weakener the framework’s validity as both ecological restoration and rewilding are adaptive 

land management approaches that might slightly change their modus operandi accordingly to 

needs, circumstances and resources. Still, additional examinations will be needed to assess 

whether this framework’s element should be revised. 

 
General discussion 

According to literature review, rewilding and ecological restoration had shown to be 

characterized by different features. Still, assessing boundaries becomes harder when 

considering both literature and case studies. 

Over time, ecological restoration has evolved to be able to address different levels of 

degradation and different types of interventions. This is visible by confronting the issues of 

The Standards, between 2004 and 2019, which also clearly shows a bigger interest towards the 

role of communities and societies. In this, Jordan and Lubick (2011) individuate rewilding as 
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being a form of ecological restoration. And they are not the only ones. Some believe that 

rewilding might be an evolution of ecological restoration, born to tackle habitat fragmentation 

and wildlife come back. As for Clewell and Aronson (2013), who identify wildlife management 

as a subcategory within ecological restoration or for Anderson et al., (2019) who states that 

‘’the restoration subcategory of rewilding has potential to help clarify restoration itself’’ 

(pg.3692). 

According to this perspective, probably rewilding proceeded further in intervening on 

ecosystem restoration, shifting from working to establish the condition for the system to 

recover, to focus mainly on the trophic level (Clewell & Aronson, 2013). Such an interpretation 

could justify the similarities that the two approaches share on field. Also, according to Steve 

Carver et al., (2021) rewilding belongs to a continuum of activities targeting ecosystem 

restoration and proposing larger scale interventions than ecological restoration. 

The UN on Decade on Ecosystem Restoration (2021) defines ecosystem restoration as: 

assisting in the recovery of ecosystems that have been degraded or destroyed, as 

well as conserving the ecosystems that are still intact. […] Restoration can 

happen in many ways – for example through actively planting or by removing 

pressures so that nature can recover on its own. It is not always possible – or 

desirable – to return an ecosystem to its original state (para 1 and 2). 

Indeed, it is the UN that proposes rewilding as a peculiar form of ecological restoration in its 

‘’Ecosystem Restoration playbook’’ (UNEP, 2021). This would support the theory that the 

major similarities between rewilding and ecological restoration lie in providing a set of 

activities attempting to intervene for ecologically ameliorating a degraded ecosystem. 

At last, du Toit and Pettorelli (2019) suggests that ecological restoration and rewilding might 

be used equally but to address different level of degradation and different scopes. With their 

‘’adaptive cycle’’, they propose to utilize ecological restoration when the intervention’s 

objective is to fasten the recovery of an ecosystem to a precedent state and when, this target, it 

is reasonably achievable. When in presence of major disturbances or lack of means instead, 

rewilding might offer an alternative solution towards the achievement of the ecosystem’s self- 

organization, adaptation and resilience. Figure 6 provides a visual representation of the 

continuum and of the adaptive cycle proposed by du Toit and Pettorelli. 
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Fig. 6. The continuum of nature based-activity inspired by SER (2019) and Bradshaw et al., (2002) including 

rewilding. 

The image shows rewilding in relation to some of the other ‘’allied activities’’ of ecological restoration. In 

here, a distinction between the types of rewilding has been proposed in order to include fidelity to the 

original ecosystem within the scheme. Same has been done for ecological restoration, to include a broader 

perspective on its adaptability and the wider outcomes spectrum that it can involve. With the ‘’ecosystem 

threshold’’ point it was meant to introduce the idea of feasibility of the target. Sometimes, an ecosystem or 

an area might be so severely degraded that it is not possible or convenient to try to aim for historical fidelity 

(Bradshaw, 2002). In this case, both restoration and rewilding furnish tools for ecologically ameliorating the 

intervention site. 

 

For this, the two approaches may be understood as pertaining to different phases of the same 

process, in a way that sees ecological restoration coming first, being able to act on physically 

degraded areas and bringing them to functionality; and rewilding being more focused on 

‘’rebalancing’’, understood as ‘’adding the missing elements’’ to an already functioning 

ecosystem. As if they work on a same issue, starting from different level of degradation and, if 

needed, one after the other one. In this way, the two approaches are not mutually exclusive but 

they can operate together. This perspective was also shared by Ramesh Venkataraman 

(Venkataraman, 2021); (Venkataraman, 2017) and Sally Hawkins (Hawkins, 2021); (Carver, 

et al., 2021). Fig. 7 shows the relationship between rewilding and ecological restoration 

advanced by this dissertation. 
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Fig. 7. Readaptation of the conceptual model of ecosystem degradation and restoration inspired by 

Keenleyside et al. 2012, after Whisenant 1999, and Hobbs & Harris 2001 (National Restoration’s Standard, 

2016). 

The image presents the relation between rewilding and ecological restoration and, more closely, their area 

of pertinence. It is here reported also a distinction between what are the types of modifications that the two 

approaches can address. With the abiotic barrier it is meant to indicate that ecological restoration can 

operate starting from the physical, chemical and morphological condition of the ecosystem, while rewilding 

can begin only with the biological level, particularly working with keystone species and lost dynamics. 

Therefore, the image suggests that, for the two approaches to operate together on the same site there is a 

chronological order to follow. This sees ecological restoration coming first, working to set up the conditions 

for the ecosystem to successfully recover and then rewilding, introducing the missing elements (either 

species and/or dynamics) to increase ecosystem’s complexity and resilience. Obviously, the two approaches 

can operate also separately but they pertain with different initial level of ecosystem degradation. 

Still, the figure shows that the two approaches can somehow overlap. Common areas of pertinence have 

been left to include the idea that both ecological restoration and rewilding might work for the same target, 

but with different outcomes and means. For example, given an abandoned area, the two approaches might 

intervene on the area either by keeping it open from reforestation by mowing (ecological restoration 

intervention), to keep the area’s biodiversity, or to let it transform into closed-canopy forest (rewilding) to 

let the system find its own balance and species composition. In this way they both can offer a tool to 

‘’improve the management’’ of the area, but with completely different means and outcomes. 

 

Further to the differences already analyzed, the most significant one here identified, might be 

the conceptual and social range that the rewilding movement brings with it. In their paper, 

Anderson et al., (2019, p.3692) say that ‘’all rewilding is restoration (of species, but especially 

ecological processes), but not all restoration is rewilding’’, definition reported also by the UN 
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Decade for restoration’s website (s.d.). This was found to be coherent with the literature review 

effectuated about ‘’on field actions’’ taken by rewilding and ecological restoration projects. 

Still, in here, it would be provided a different interpretation of the sentence. Many rewilding 

projects and websites claim as ‘’rewilding interventions’’ all of the ones that goes, for example, 

from restoration of natural hydrology (Rewilding Europe, s.d.); (Trees for Life, s.d.); (True 

Nature Fundation, s.d.), considered as typical ecological restoration intervention; to ‘’urban 

rewilding’’ (Lewis et al., 2019; Clancy & Ward, 2020; Lehmann, 2021), intended as the 

expansion of wildness to our every-day life and spaces. This is really a new interesting element 

of rewilding that on field, often, concretize itself in ecological restoration, gardening or 

landscape engineering. As if, the rewilding concept could encompass everything that ‘’helps 

nature healing’’ (Matthys, 2021; Rewilding Earth, 2021), gives nature space again or makes an 

area ‘’wilder’’ than its current state. 

On the light of this, rewilding it is not only about restoring an ecosystem but it is also about the 

shift on the human-nature paradigm (Carver & Convey, 2020) towards a more balanced 

equilibrium, which favors the two equally. The major difference between the two approaches, 

therefore, lies on this final aim of ‘’long-term societal transformation’ (Hawkins, 2021)’; 

(Soulé, 1996) carried on by rewilding. So that, for what concern practicalities, and on field 

interventions, rewilding can be seen as restoration of ecological processes and a new approach 

to ecological restoration. This would definitely be shortening the distance between rewilding 

and ecological restoration. Still, considering also the social, emotional and psychological scope 

of the rewilding movement, this gets its own proper dimension, as reported in Fig.8. 

 
 

Fig. 8. Ecological restoration and rewilding in relation to their zone of pertinence including the trespassing 

of the social barrier (image inspired by Keenleyside et al. 2012, after Whisenant 1999, and Hobbs & Harris 

2001 (National Restorations’ Standard, 2016). 
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Figure 8 is an enlarged version of Fig.7, that includes also the social barrier. According with this point of view, 

ecosystem health gains an additional operational dimension that is the one of the human-nature 

relationships. This dimension goes beyond the on-field interventions spectrum to include the social and 

psychological sphere of both practitioners and the public. With this it is meant to say that with rewilding, 

ecosystem conditions are improved not only throughout ‘’on field’’ interventions but with the introduction 

of a society’s new understanding of the human-nature relation. In this way rewilding trespass the ‘’social 

barrier’’ by favoring ecosystems throughout the concept of wilderness, by which rewilding aims to give back 

to nature its spaces and, and the one of wildness, by which it aims to enlarge the co-existence dimension of 

humans and nature. Ecological restoration does not belong to this area because it presents itself as an 

operational tool that works within society’s and for society, in a way that seeks a sustainable interaction with 

nature but does not wish for a general change of perspective in the human-nature relation. Oppositely, it is 

dedicating more space to the sustainable fulfillment of human needs. 

 
 

Therefore, when including, the social and psychological factor within the analysis over the 

relationship between rewilding and ecological restoration, it might be that ‘’all restoration is 

rewilding, but not all rewilding is restoration’’ accordingly to the idea that, if it helps making 

an area ‘’wilder’’ or ‘’more natural’’ than it was, then it is already rewilding. 

Yet, being ecological restoration and rewilding evolving methods, and being rewilding, under 

assessment process, is not completely possible to delineated their relationship. Particularly 

wildness, ecosystem health and ecological integrity reflects environmental value fairly diverse 

from one another. In addition to this, ‘’it’s not clear that ecological restoration needs to aim at 

making nature wilder and indeed, the idea that human intervention could make nature wilder 

seems self-contradictory’’. (Oksanen & Siipi, 2014, p. 43). 

Nevertheless, in analyzing the rewilding phenomenon, a distinction between practicalities and 

the social movement that promotes it was needed. Studies and time for the method to 

completely assess and being understood will be required to help clarifying its identity and 

consequential relation with ecological restoration. 
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Conclusions 

 
The ideas of ‘’nature’’, ‘’wild’’ and ‘’naturalness’’, as corresponding to features that we, as 

humans, establish necessarily reports us towards the definition of our role and our relationship 

with the natural environment, leaving the door open to personal interpretation according to the 

individual’s scale of values and interpretations. This applies as well to ecological restoration 

and rewilding. 

At first, establishing boundaries only from a literature review perspective seemed easier. Then, 

by looking at the cases studies on field and after personal communication hold, the possibility 

of drawing a line between rewilding and ecological restoration seemed smaller. We often feel 

the need to place tags and classifying our actions but, when facing realities and possibilities, 

both ecological restoration and rewilding adapt and react to the context, fading definition one 

into the other one. 

Nevertheless, key similarities between the methods were found in the attempt to operate for 

ecologically ameliorating the ecosystem or area of intervention. In doing so, rewilding brings 

some new elements to ecological restoration that are consistent with both the ‘’on field’’ sphere 

and the more theoretical/psychological one. 

For what concern practicalities, compared with ecological restoration, rewilding wishes for a 

bigger appreciation for novelty and a shared ‘’hands off’’ approach, which encourages nature 

to find its own way towards balance and self-resilience. With a strong eco-centric vision, land- 

sparing is particularly supported from the representatives of the 3C’s rewilding (Core, 

Corridors and Carnivores). Moreover, a major rewilding feature was then found to be a deep 

interest in boosting lost dynamics, like grazing or predator-prey relation, throughout the 

reintroduction of megafauna. Still, rewilding is an approach to restoration under ongoing 

assessment. Particularly, the emergence of the idea of wildness and urban rewilding are 

concepts that might need to better delineate their features and modus operandi. 

On the other side, although ecological restoration generally presents a more structured and 

shared understanding of the method, similarly to rewilding, it is modelling itself according to 

new societal needs. 

However, it is here considered that rewilding is a new approach to ecological restoration, which 

tackles ecosystem resilience throughout a top-down approach and a focus on keystone species. 

The two can be seen in relation to one another as for working to the same issue but with 
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different means. More specifically, it was here deduced that rewilding is part of the continuum 

of the ecological restoration’s allied activities, working either as a ‘’further step’’ towards the  

attainment of a resilient ecosystem characterized by full trophic complexity; or as an alternative 

to ecological restoration, when a complete ecological restoration intervention cannot be 

conducted due to the lack of resources or because the reference ecosystem cannot be recreated. 

Particularly, it is from a societal/psychological perspective, that rewilding has been found to 

differ mostly from ecological restoration. For its long-time desired shift in the human-nature 

relationship, towards a more sustainable and balanced paradigm, rewilding is proposing to 

modify the way our contemporary society looks at and interacts with nature. Under this 

perspective, ecological restoration presents itself as a tool for humankind for repairing damaged 

ecosystem but does not wish for an upheaval of the present societal structure. 

The framework elaborated to help classifying intervention either as pertaining to the rewilding 

or ecological restoration area, showed a positive correlation between its elements and the case 

studies observed. Still, it is recommended to test it on different case studies to confirm its 

validity. 

 
Findings contributed to the ongoing debate about both the nature of rewilding and its 

relationship with ecological restoration. Particularly, the use of the framework could be 

meaningful in solving debates over the nature of an intervention or project. Researchers, 

practitioners and decision-makers could apply it for better understanding the implications of 

their work and the risks associated. 

This research was not conducted by a practitioner either of rewilding or ecological restoration. 

This might constitute a limit towards the full understanding of the methods but it allowed for a 

perspective that was not conditioned from experience or expectations over the results. 

Considerations on the difference about the social dynamics that rewilding involve might be 

particularly helpful in identifying future areas of research. Particularly, studies to investigate 

the psychological dimension of rewilding would be essential to identify key differences with 

ecological restoration. Also, the concepts of wildness and urban rewilding, needs to be further 

delineate. Analysis of case studies reporting examples of the two would be essential for the 

development of an inclusive idea of rewilding. 
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Appendices 

 
Appendix A – Full Interview to David Belfiori 

 
Within this interview, David Belfiori refers contemporary to two different interventions 
carried out within the Ripa Bianca Regional Reserve. The one referring to the humid area was 
not reported within the dissertation’s main text because it was not relevant for the purposes 
of this dissertation 

 
Interview to David Belfiori, Director of the Natural Reserve of Ripa Bianca, Jesi 

 
Fano, 09/07/2021, 2pm 

 
1- If you like, I would start with a little of general information about yourself, your work 

and context and land-use history of the area of intervention  
 

My name is Davide Belfiori, I am 51 and I am an agronomist. Further to my bachelor I did a 3- 
year specialistic school in managing of natural environment and protected areas. Later I took 
a phd on environmental monitoring on bees and pollinators. Let's say that my professional 
figure was born as an agronomist but almost immediately I dealt with the management of 
natural environments and fauna, even agriculture with low environmental impact. 

 

I have been managing the reserve since 1997. Because of the discovery in the area of a colony 
of ardehydes, where the breeding species at the time was, I think, only the night heron, but it 
was the only known nesting site for the bird within Marche region. This was discovered late 
80’s early 90’s. Actually, not in the site where the heronry is currently found, but on another  
part of the river. Later, due to floods, and to the restoration of the embankment, they moved 
to the lake as there is a islet where they felt safe. Since 1995 the oasis has been established by 
the municipality of Jesi as an educational area because we used to bring schoolchildren in visits 
so that, initially they banned hunting on 18 hectares. Then, they gave it to us to manage as 
WWF because whoever had found the bird colony was from the WWF and passed away so 
that, in recognition, the project was entrusted to the WWF. From that time, together with the 
WWF we started a project to ask for an extension and official recognition to our municipality. 
Before, it was extended to 280 hectares and, in the meantime, it was recognized as a Natura 
2000 site. Particularly we are both a special conservation area and a special protection area, 
both for habitats and for birds. After this second passage the area of hunting cessation was 
raised to 310 hectares. This took place in 2003. The actual management of the reserve of Ripa 
Bianca started in 2005. 
I can say that the three management guidelines are: ecological restoration, to bring 
biodiversity back to the area, because it is an area that, apart from this small core of ardehydes, 
was degraded; the second is certainly that of environmental education and disclosure, as it is  
an easily accessible site from Jesi, 35 thousand inhabitants, but also from Pesaro and Macerata 
which can be reached within an hour. 
It is a flat area as it is crossed by a river, which eliminates dangers and makes it suitable for  
everyone. Ecological restoration, environmental education, a bit of scientific 
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research/monitoring and then it is an area to experiment sustainable land management 
activities. So, for example, as a reserve we have started a ‘’river contract’’ on the Foglia area. 
which means a plan for the sustainable management of the entire river basin, where both 
institutional, private citizens, agricultural and industrial subjects are involved. This concerns 
various activities, ranging from pollution reduction, maintenance of biodiversity, ecological 
restoration, tourism etc. The reserve is an area where you can experiment activities to present 
outside. This is a project but, we are also following another environmental project: we have 
tried to do some activities of sustainable management of the agricultural environment. Also, 
the other task that we have is management of problematic species, such as wild boars, an 
absolutely problematic species for both throughout the Marche region, and other exotic 
species, even if they do not have a huge impact, such as turtles, otters and crayfish. 
These were briefly the lines of management and these are those that concern the entire area 
of the oasis. 

 

2- What are the contexts and uses of the area subject to intervention specifically?  
 

We can consider that the area was mainly agricultural so 60% is agricultural land and was a bit 
wild for the river environment and during the course of the river there are two badlands areas 
(pre-gullies) and these are some of the natural elements but then, everything around it is also 
intensely cultivated agricultural land because we are in the plains, full accessible areas, 
therefore intensive agriculture with also the use of chemical inputs. It used to be dedicated to 
of beet growing and also vegetables, now it is more about corn and sunflowers but still 
intensively cultivated. In addition to agriculture, until the end of the 1980s, part of the area 
was used as landfill of the municipality of Jesi. Therefore, there was a significant impact as the 
waste was thrown into the gully and then reached the river. This area was reclaimed in the late 
70s, early 80s and is now a belveldere of the Ripa Bianca reserve. 
In the same period, in the area where already the heronry and, in the humid area (the one 
currently inhabited by waders) there was a gravel-type mining activity, which was active for 
construction purposes. At the time, the mining activities reached the aquifer: they dug until 
they reached the water and even below. There was a lake in which, I think, the whole 
excavation area will have been 5 hectares of which 3 were then filled with vegetable soil and 
also beet processing soil as it is very rich in calcium carbonate and no longer cultivated. What 
was not returned was left on the lake and, on that lake, in the middle was formed a small island 
where the colony of ardehydes later settled. This makes this area an artificial area since, if man 
had not intervened, it would have been agricultural land. 
Basically, all the peripheral environment had been cultivated therefore, at least in this area, 
the cultivation reaches up to the river bank so in short, you have no river or floodplain areas. 
A gravel pit was also established in that agricultural territory while, as regards the landfill, an 
agricultural land was partly occupied above the gully and then, the waste thrown into the river. 
This was a bit of the context. Basically, a degradation of river areas by conversion to agriculture 
and then water extraction, impact of chemicals such as nitrates, especially on river waters. In 
this environment, the night heron has chosen to go and nest and, thanks to this species, the 
reserve of Ripa Bianca was born. Additionally, in the middle of the reserve and the course of 
the river, there is an artificial barrier which is an ENEL bridle, that is used to take water and 
create energy so, in short, the river water is harnessed, making a jump of about 6m. The 
concession of the bridle dates back to the beginning of the century, and was initially 6 meters 
wide and jumped by one. Today it is about 120 meters wide and 8m high. This has created an 
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impact, especially as concerning the regime of the river since, upstream of the bridle, an over- 
flood has been created. This made the course of the river rising, and it has often caused the 
river to flood to bypass the bridle until, in 2013, the river changed course. Now, the river is 
therefore a little more natural because previously, for 2 km, the water was channeled and 
withdrawn. Now, all the water of the river remains in the river, however, as far as our projects 
are concerned, this does not affect it that much, except for a project awaiting approval and 
funds. Working with ENEL, we would like to restore the bridle, but hooking up with this project 
to ecological redevelopment of other agricultural areas, to make them become river lamination 
areas (increasing the width of the river). It would be a good project. 

 

A: [Perfect, thank you. I would say that I will first ask you the reference model: you have already 
told me that you have used the Ripa Bianca reserve. I honestly thought that the reserve was 
disconnected from the intervention area we are talking about. Now I got to understand that 
they are, instead superimposed] 

 
Yes, one is inside the other one.  

3- So, what was the relationship between the areas? And, in any case, did you have a third, 
external reference model for your work? Something that provided you with a trajectory 
to follow, let's say.  

 

In reality, no. I mean, we worked to create the area as it should have been before the 
cultivation. Let's say that the reference system is a diversified river environment, in its various 
components: dry or flooded river and neighboring areas that the river should, periodically, 
flood. 

 

3a- Did you refer to other central Italian rivers?  
 

Yes. The reference system can be a river of the middle or lower course. This is because the 
Esino river, at least after the upper part, is not a natural river as it has been anthropized. So, 
the reference models could be another natural river of same size as it look like previous to 
human intervention. 

 

4- As for the monitoring activity, I saw that you performed a monitoring for the first year 
regarding, say, the taking root of the species and the saplings reaction to environmental 
conditions. Have you done any further monitoring since that?  

 

We haven’t done standardized specific monitoring interventions about specific species. 
However, every year I go down to the site area and I see how reeds and woods are evolving. 
As for the waders area, monitoring is a little more precise as the area is dedicate to bird- 
watching activity. This creates a more important monitoring activity both in terms of species 
present and population performance. 
Generally, due to lack of funds, we couldn’t perform a more precise monitor activity. We only 
monitor to check if there are major problems such as land expropriation by farmers, wild boars 
or otters damaging the waders’ area or a ground cover species that covers the water. 

 

5- What were your criteria to determine success and evaluation of the achievement of the 
objectives?  
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Back then, as regards the floodplain area, which was illegally cultivated, the main achievements 
was for the farmer to stay on his property. 
In the early 2000s, the area had been reported to the farmer to be a state-owned territory, 
that was illegally cultivated. The farmer claimed that it now belonged to him as he had been 
using it for twenty years and, therefore, there was usucapion on the state property. This, 
however, was also not true. The state bodies in charge (forestry department and police) have 
not been able to bring the farmer back within its fields, despite, for example, he was polluting 
the river with pesticides and nitrates by cultivating up to the embankment. 
The strategy applied then was to start an ecological redevelopment project and, in order to do 
so, I had to rent and pay the concession to the state property for two years. It's a absurd thing 
as I had to pay the state to rent an area that already belonged to the state to be able to have 
it back from the farmer who owned it illegally. 
Kafkaesque enough of a thing. The project lasted a winter and spring and, after a couple of 
years, I did not have to pay the rent as the site became also a Natura 2000 area and got re- 
naturalized. This, was the background of the story. 
Anyway, for that area, the goal was to have returned a state-owned area to the river. After 
making the first interventions, we mainly left it to natural evolution: the reeds remained more 
or less the same area while the woods, we planted willow and poplar cuttings to speed up the 
ecological redevelopment. I saw that some ailanthus has settled in the woods, then in short, 
natural redevelopment will continue from now on. The area is passed by wild boars and roe 
deers as well. 

 

5a – Did you follow the principle of assisted regeneration? 
 

Exactly. The aim was to return an area to the river which then goes as it should go, according 
to climate change, etc. Whereas, with the circumvention of the bridle, the water table then 
dropped by two meters. Some areas have dried up, others have not. It is a very dynamic 
environment, the river. In 5 years, it can transform from an environment with only the shore, 
to trees five meters high. But the main objective of that area was to take it away from 
agriculture and return it to the river. 

 

A: [As for the plant species you are talking about, were they species that in your opinion were 
part of the seed bank or that perhaps were later introduced by evolution: atmospheric 
phenomena, passing animals ... that is, are they typical species or not?] 

 

They are quite typical species considering that the tree of paradise and acacia are exotic plants 
that are naturalizing. Other species can be transported by the river or animals but there are no 
very strange species that are not present within the area. The species that we introduced, we 
made cuttings that were from species a few meters away and we planted them, nothing more. 

 
6- We link directly to the following questions: what species did you work with in the field? 

Which species have you reintroduce and, following that logic, have you stopped at the 
introduction of plant species or have you included also animal species?  

 

In both areas we have not reintroduced animal species except for a single project. 
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In the first area, the illegally cultivated floodplain, we have introduced plant species taken in 
situ in order to speed up a recolonization project. We intervened on a ditch, which was a 
connector of the agricultural land waters, to widen it and bring it back to its original state. We 
have created three slightly more depressed areas where, we say, the water is channeled and 
we have introduced rhizomes of reeds. Even there I took cuttings from plants living at 50m 
from the interested site. 
As for the forest, because the area was completely leveled up as agricultural land, we had to 
create depressions with bulldozers, to create a bit of diversification as a river’s neighbouring 
area should be. There too we basically planted cuttings of poplar and willow. Black poplar, red 
willow, salix eleagnos and white willow, were already present along the river course. We 
planted them to speed up a little what, probably, without our intervention, it would have taken 
5 years more because, instead from the cuttings, the process would have started from a seed. 
As for the waders’ area, that was an area subject to excavation so it is agricultural land but  
which was not cultivated due to the calcium carbonate and therefore there was a different 
vegetation. That private property was bought by the municipality. And basically, we had 
lowered the ground level, then created external levees and flooded it. We flooded an area for 
waders, maximum height 30cm, trying to keep the water mirror free from vegetation. This was 
to try to recreate those rivers neighboring humid areas that no longer exist. Originally, these 
were flooded by the river during the winter, the water remained up to July and this allowed 
the species to reproduce and live. Environments that no longer exist because man has 
reclaimed and cultivated everywhere. Currently, the only similar areas found are the hunters’  
lakes and the artificially created ones such as Pond Urbani. The hunters, however, once that 
the hunting session closes, do not keep the water for the reproductive period. So, the idea was 
to recreate that environment on the one hand while, on the other hand, to create the reed 
bed environment. Environment also that no longer exists as it has been reclaimed and, again, 
we have planted willows and black poplar as that area is very close to the ardehydes colonies 
with the aim of increasing the bearing capacity and habitat of the colony. However, this result 
has not yet been achieved but it is important in its own right and for other species. In this 
environment, however, no other interventions have been carried out other than artificial 
irrigation during the summer period by taking it from the aquifer. The waders’ area, instead, 
needs continuous interventions such as irrigation, to avoid the ecological succession of oaks,  
etc. Humid environments, with low water, are fundamental for the species of birds also 
recognized by the European birds-directive. That, however, is maintained with interventions 
of mowing the vegetation twice a year during the summer period July-August, and then again 
in February before the birds arrive. 

 
[So, do you have these two types of continuous intervention: irrigation and mowing right?] 

Yes, it is an environment artificially maintained for naturalistic purposes. 

A: [Going back to the species used and their reintroduction… You told me about one single 
project that directly involved animals, right?] 

 
Yes, five years ago we started with the reintroduction of the green toad. 

 

[And did you do it for eco-systemic dynamics or for the conservation purposes?] 
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Both. The green toad was once very present in the area while now it survives only in small 
colonies due to anthropization. It was reintroduced only after some environmental 
improvements such as those already listed and the addition of small ponds. So, the project was 
carried on after creating the conditions for the toad to survive. The toad found a suitable 
environment as we created a small nursery, that is, a protected pond with mosquito nets to 
about predators to go there and they could metamorphose quietly. Then, from there, they 
spread from pond to pond throughout the reserve. 
We put eggs taken from the province of Ancona that would have been, otherwise, got lost. 
Eggs were taken from swimming pools, ponds in an agricultural environment and, generally, 
not suitable environments. We did not collect them from stable and healthy populations in 
nature. From the last census it seems that the toad it is spreading and performing well in the 
reserve. 

 

A: [A curiosity, how did you manage to have these eggs? Did the community participate by 
signaling them?] 

 
We collaborated with two experts who knew places that could have been chosen from the 
toad to egg-deposition who did inspections and took them. 

 
A:[Ok, I was wondering how an unprepared citizen could, let's say, participate]. 

 
Everything started with our experts, who knew the affected areas and spread the word and 
took care of the withdrawals. People call us all the time for many different purposes anyway. 

 

6a- Would you describe the role of animal species within your project as the target of 
the intervention or as ''a second phase intervention''?  

 

Definitely a second phase. It was not an intervention that worked for or with target species. 
The second was an intervention for the waders’ aimed at maintaining the waders’ population  
but, on that intervention, the woodcock, the fighter or a series of other birds including migrants 
who use it as a step-zone can arrive. But yes it was not a plan aimed at the conservation of the 
tern, to say. 
Also, both areas are actually important for the heronry because herons and other species finds 
food in the lake. It has a dual function both for waders, who need that particular environment, 
but then also herons and others from the heronry colony descend and feed there- 

 

A[ We could say you created a synergy between the areas] 

Exactly yes. 

7- What is your approach to the novelty elements? As you try to recreate a characteristic 
riparian regime, how do you behave precisely with those species that are invasive or  
that you have found yourself on the spot but do not belong to the original habitat. Is  
there an attempt to try to combat species that do not belong to the '' historical habitat 
'' or are you limiting yourself to monitoring for example?  
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A little bit of everything. It really depends on the species. The wild boar must be opposed, but 
above all, for a matter of law. The reserve is responsible for the management of problematic 
wildlife is problematic so that, the wild boar, must be taken and captured for what you can do. 
Even if for me it is out of control and everything is just a palliative. What is certain, is that you 
have to do it because it can cause damage to farmers, vehicles and biodiversity. 
We have also captured and killed coypus but, today, we just monitor it and check its density  
especially in the waders area, although, we have not seen any damage from otters in the area 
yet. 
The crayfish has insert-itself in the ecosystem without causing problems and becaming bird 
food. There is the problem of exotic turtles but we do not have the native species within the 
reserve, which could compete with it, so we are just in collaboration with the Marche region 
for the capture and collection of turtles from both inside and outside the reserve. 

 

A:[Are they are the typical ones released by careless and naive owners?] 
 

Yes, the ones you buy in flea markets and fairs. The only enemy they had were the harsh 
winters which, today, are milder with warmer summers which favors reproduction. 
I think I have brought in the Lake Trasimeno center, at least 250. 

 

So yes, we actively contrast exotic species, especially animals. Although the control of plant 
species could also be included in the management plan, we should do a fairly intense felling 
work, which is currently not a priority. 
Generally, exotic species are captured and killed, if requested, otherwise through monitoring, 
they can be tolerated. 

 

8- Would you define your approach as bottom-up or top down? That is, do you rather start 
working on what are the morphological, physical and chemical conditions of the 
ecosystem or do you proceed top-down, starting from species in the hope that they will 
recreate dynamics?  

 

Definitely bottom-up. 
As for the analysis of water quality, because our interventions occupy a minimal surface, with 
50km of river upstream before the reserve. Intervening on 300m of river it cannot be detected 
by analyzes. In addition, they were not aggressive pollutants but more of a chronic condition. 
It is not a discharge pollution that generates mortality, which could be easily detected, but 
more a constant. 

 

9- Do you consider the focus of the intervention as aimed at the recovery of the area or at 
a rebalancing of the elements within the considered area?  

 

As far as the floodplain area is concerned, it is a full restoration because the target was to 
recreate an environment that, naturally, should be there because, if that area sixty years ago, 
would have not have been cultivated it would have been like it looks today after our 
interventions. The waders’ area wasn't there but it should be there, meaning that, while the  
first area was just as it should be, we returned it to the natural ecological evolution. The other 
area for waders can actually be there but it could also be in other areas so that, is an area that 
we created to attract and host the waders who, of course, also had to be there, but that wet 
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area did not necessarily had to be there, we created it. The first area is contextualized, because 
it is formed within in a natural context, the second one is slightly more decontestulized as that 
would have been an agricultural area as it was excavated and reassembled, but, we have made 
it to house the fauna. 

 

9a – Maybe, what do you think about calling the waders’ area a bit like a 
requalification?   

 

Yes, it can be. I am saying so because it differentiates from the other type of intervention as it 
is not faithful to the territory. I mean, there was a creation of an environment which 
necessitates of ongoing invervention, aimed at maintaining the wetland ecosystem. This, is also 
due to the activity of bird watching and educational purposes as the reed, which would be the 
natural succession of the area, hinders this type of activities. 

 

10- What kind of ecosystem services do you think your intervention guarantees to society? 
And also, do you see your intervention as guided more by an anthropocentric or 
ecocentric approach? That is, what are the purposes and benefits that this intervention 
brings to society?  

 

In both directions: in the sense, anthropocentric because it certainly increases the well-being 
of a visitor. We have about 8 thousand people a year and a visitor who can observe animals 
that hardly observes otherwise, is certainly being provided with a recreational service. But also, 
ecocentric, because in any case it is part of the ecological network of the Marche region, the 
Ripa Bianca and the river are a connectors and part themselves. Moreover, it certainly 
increases the ecological-receptive capacity of the area for birds and mammals. As for other 
ecosystem services, we have water protection, increased storage of Co2, protection of 
biodiversity etc… 

 

10a – Is there any kind of provisioning or extraction of goods? As for hunting, fishing, 
logging etc…   

 
No, we don’t allow such practices. 
  

11- If you were to place your intervention between two philosophies, human-led and nature- 
enabled or vice versa, which in your opinion best describes your intervention?  

  
The first one. It is an intervention that focuses on restoring what humans have damaged. So 
yes it is also human-guided as, it is not left abandoned but human intervention is frequent. 
Before it was agricultural land, today it got reforested. I feel like choosing the first one. 
The hand of man was there, however, if I say that 20 years ago it was only an agricultural 
environment, people are amazed because you couldn’t clearly see the human - intervention 
like in the garden of Versaille but it is an intervention, people created an association of plants 
that emulates the one of the natural condition of the river environment. 

 
12- Differences between Rewilding and Ecological Restoration?  
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For me it is all ecological restoration: my area was so degraded, in the sense that there was 
really nothing but the night heron that had chosen the area to nest so that, all my intervention 
was aimed at bringing that environment back to a para -naturality. It is not an area that has 
been bought and let go. 
Consider that within the reserve we have several sectors: a officinal area, a vineyard, an 
orchard and, when that project that was previously only an agricultural area began, 2000m 
was left to spontaneous evolution to make people understand which is the difference between 
the areas. Initially, I had the need to create hedges, paths as an area visited and open to visitors. 
The recovery, also needed to be accelerated for aesthetic reasons. So, for me both are valid, 
however, in our area which was heavily degraded, an initial restoration action was necessary. 

 

13- What about the role of fauna in Ecological Restoration, do you see it as a fundamental 
stage of the process?   

 

Not necessarily. For example, the peregrine falcon, that returned to the area, did so after the 
habitat and reception conditions were created. 
For me, the reintroduction of fauna is to be considered as part of ecological restoration only if 
functional: for example, an animal that helps to contain the expansion of exotic species. As an 
example, the reintroduction on the Sibylline of the Appenines chamois is not part of an 
ecological restoration activity. 
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Appendix B – Full Interview transcript to Mario Cipollone 
 

Interview to Massimo Cipollone, Rewilding Apennines coordinator 
 

Fano, 7/07/2021, 09:00 am 
 

 
1- Could you provide me with some information about landscape context and land-use 

history?  
 

We are one of the 9 rewilding areas, they were 8 until last year, then another one was made 
official. The project began in 2013, with the candidacy of the central Apennines as a rewilding 
area. This proposal was accepted by the directors of the first Rewilding Appennines, an 
association that was formed in 2013 to manage the new Rewilding area. Subsequently, the 
administrators and managers decided to change their lives, so to speak, and, to prevent the 
project from ending, they passed the baton to me and to other people, who currently make up 
the Rewilding Apennines team, as we had distinguished ourselves as members of the 
association ‘’Salviamo l’Orso’’. Our approach has always been very practical, and this was 
thought of encouraging and effective management of the area. We call the central Apennines 
‘’the green heart of Italy’’, as it is located a couple of hours drive from Rome and it includes  
the highest peaks, including the Gran Sasso. Among other things, the Apennine here is 
particularly wide, compared to other sections of the mountain chain, that taper to the north 
and south. 
Here, therefore, there were the conditions for the preservation of species still considered at 
high risk of extinction, such as the marsican bear which, in fact, is the trade mark chosen by 
Rewilding Europe as the iconic animal to represent the Central Apennines project. For us, this 
is a source of pride as the Marsican bear (brown bear) is present in other Rewilding areas as 
well, like in Croatia and in the Southern carapzi. Still, Marsican bear characterizes our area as 
an endemic subspecies, and critically endangered animal. It shows its resilience with respect 
to the changes induced by humans and, also, the resilience of the habitat that still hosts it 
which, still presents conditions suitable for hosting it. 
As Rewilding Appenines, we immediately established a natural partnership with Salviamo 
l’Orso so that we work jointly to protect the Marsican bear. But we also have as a strategy to  
create networks with other organizations, and we are also working on other species. In fact, 
when the bear is protected, being an umbrella species, other animals and plant species are 
also protected. In this, we have embraced the philosophy of Rewilding Europe and Rewilding 
in general almost casuall. Specifically, we worked on on these 3Cs which are the three pillars 
of North American Rewilding. The 3Cs stays for large Carnivores, in this case the bear; 
Corridors, ecological corridors that allow the movement of these animals that have a very large 
capacity to move; and Coexistence, between local communities and large carnivores, in this 
case the bear. 

 

2- How did the area got degraded? What were the conditions that led you to intervene? 
Also, the dangers for the Marsican bear but also for the area since you told me 
intervening on an umbrella species means intervening on a larger scale.  
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In 2012, when we formed ourselves as Salviamo l’Orso, we felt the need to form a group of  
passionate people, among whom there were also technicians like conservation experts. We 
worked to put pressure on those institutions that had, somehow, accepted the idea that the 
bear would become extinct. As people attached to our territory, we feared that we would have 
witnessed the disappearance of the bear. We felt like we would have had the responsibility, 
obviously not direct but in some way moral, of having witnessed this extinction without doing 
the necessary. At the time, there was a certain discouragement on the part of technicians and 
experts. Many thought that the bear population in the Apennines was well below the vital 
minimum and also had quite worrying threats, such as the genetic drift, that threatened it 
irreversibly, and also because of the pathologies that were spreading in the territory by 
domestic animals, whether dogs or cattle. This could have triggered a devastating epidemic in 
such a genetically depressed population. 
We were also convinced that the parks and bodies in charge were not even able to 
communicate to create a joint strategy for protecting the bear. How di we save the bear then? 
In our opinion first, we have managed to create those necessary synergies and, I think, it might 
be an hidden result but: if there is a monitoring network in Abruzzo and Molise it is also thanks 
to us. Institutions used to communicate only occasionly, following the PATOM, the ministry of 
the environment’s national plan for the protection of the bear. This provided a series of  
meetings to which these bodies went, although they had little desire to act and collaborate. 
Now, however, a certain network has been created and we are obviously satisfied with this. 
Still, the threats to the bear and its environment are obviously continuing: 

- Poaching: is probably one of the minor threats, but it is still present today. It is not said 
that it is intentional poaching, but the use of traps, such as snares, has shown to be a 
danger for the bear. This is because they are non-selective traps, which can kill anyone 
who puts their necks inside these laces. 

- Another threats still too current is poison: this underestimated threat implies the use 
of toxic substances to combat carnivores. It is certainly decreased compared to the past 
but, during the 50s or 60s, Italian state encouraged the eradication of carnivores and 
undesired animals throughout it. Perhaps, there is still someone who belongs to that 
generation and has not understood that the rules have changed. Anyhow it is a devious 
weapon and therefore we cannot even generalize by blaming a particular generation, 
there may be also people from the new generations who unfortunately use it. 

- Habitat fragmentation: (we) humans continue to have this anthropocentric vision of 
nature as at our service and, a mountain preserved from a naturalistic point of view 
continues to be seen as a wasted resource if not, somehow, subjected to the logic of 
tourism or the economy. From this approach derives a territorial planning that, too 
often, forgets about the presence of the bear and other species worthy of protection, 
making up the biodiversity of the central Apennines. This is the threat towards which, 
in some cases, we feel more powerless and to which we contribute more as the 
association Salviamo l’Orso together with Rewilding. As an example, these days 
Rewilding Appennins is engaged in fighting the methane pipeline in Foligno. They want 
to be built it up despite being already obsolete as a project. But the money has been 
allocated and, therefore, there is an interest behind its construction, despite the fact 
that the consumption of methane is already reducing. Anyhow, it is known that, in 
these cases, the interest lies more in starting the shipyard and letting the companies 
work rather than in the long-term sustainability of these projects. Therefore, we are 
also committed to countering these projects, that would end up modifying the 
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landscape. This landscape actually, was already heavily affected during the previous 
centuries, by transhumance, the intensive grazing of millions of sheep, that have 
favored deforestation and, also, the transformation of entire mountains into pastures. 
The effects of this deforestation continue to be seen today with mountains that are 
completely bare of trees. It is also true that we are witnessing a return, an expansion 
of the forest and with this the return of various animals that are in fact spreading and 
the same Marsican Bear is proving to regain land that had been snatched from it in the 
past. 

 

- Another threat in land use change is also represented by renewable energies: as we 
fear for this Recovery Fund plan, or the Ministry’s for ecological transition itself, not to 
became tools for distributing wind and photovoltaic plants to the detriment of 
fundamental habitats for the conservation of endangered species. 

- An ever-present threat is also the expansion of ski lifts and new connecting roads as it 
seems that the ecological costs are not comparable to shorten a drive of half an hour.  
There is a desire indeed, on the part of disconnected municipalities for a renewed road 
network. In our opinion, this could be the cause of further depopulation instead. Also, 
in my perspective, the relaunch of obsolete economic projects (as the expansion of the 
ski facilities) tries to limit the phenomenon of depopulation. Still, it seems that bringing 
these tourist services can be of help but, actually, just recently someone pointed out 
to me that the small city of Roccaraso, in periods where you don't ski, is empty. Instead, 
the cities of the Abruzzo National Park are full of people so, that, let's say that 
conservation pays more than seasonally adjusted human presences. Unfortunately, the 
expansion of ski lifts to the detriment of the last slopes of the mountains is a threat 
supported by the interest in creating construction sites. Hence, they hope for creating 
a building explosion linked to ski services and it is difficult to counteract such a thing, 
despite climate change should be more pervasive than our action. 

- The exploitation of rivers, it is a threat that risks becoming really deadly for rivers. 
Especially in climate change regimes and in these days where the demand for water 
increases, I felt that they are rationing water on coasts. This is certainly pressuring for 
pumping and capturing more water in the mountains. This would certainly be the end 
of all water courses and would be the end of all fundamental biological indicator species 
linked to the river environment. 

 
A: [Thank you for these points and for giving me a slightly broader view of what I was able to  
understand online, it provided me with a very useful 360° insight on the issue. I connect here 
and open up on:] 

3- What was your reference model? I have seen that you also work with griffins and 
crayfish. Were these species typical of the area in which you intervene or were they 
somehow reintroduced by you?  

 

Griffins were reintroduced in the 90s’ by the state forestry corps. It is not sure the period in 
which they had disappeared, probably during the 1700, also following predation of nests for 
food: people at the time ate everything. This is the story reconstructed by experts because, in 
1700, there were no certain references with respect to these species because there was no 
distinction between monk vulture, griffon vulture and other species. So we inherited those 
reintroduced in the 90s. These necrophagous birds, in the philosophy of Rewilding Europe, 
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have a role in the restoration of ecological processes in the so-called ‘’cycle of life’’. This is 
linked to the end of life and, therefore, to the death of animals and the use of carcasses by 
many necrophagous organisms, such as griffins, for example. However, there are many animals 
that would feed on the carcasses if they were left on the ground. However, we must also know 
that there is the European Health Law that demands the removal of domestic animal carcasses’ 
to prevent the spread of epidemics such as mad cow disease, I do not remember the scientific 
name of this disease. In this case, however, the vultures prove to perform an excellent 
ecosystem service without the need to transport animals to incinerators, increasing the 
production of Co2 which would then be generated by incineration itself. 
As for the crayfish, it is a native species, we could say endemic, as it is thought to be a 
subspecies, but the scientific data are not totally certain about it. The Austropotamobius 
pallipes, the crayfish, is a bioindicator therefore it is a particularly fragile species and it indicates 
the quality of the waterways. It is a species that we have also identified in terms of river 
restoration, restoration of ecological processes on rivers. We are working hard as Rewilding 
Appenines In restoring fluvial connectivity, which is extremely difficult in the Apennines: it 
would mean removing barriers that were built in the past, such as dams or bridles. This was 
probably done to slow down the flow of rivers during an era in which the slopes were more 
exposed, due to extensive deforestation, then today. Today, the forest has regained the banks 
and the edges of the rivers. For us (these species) are necessary because they are sentinel 
species or so-called ‘’litmus test’’ in order to work in a more strategically effective way in 
restoring the ecological processes, linked to the habitats of these species. 
So, with regard to the griffon vulture, mountain areas linked to the cycle of life also related to 
carcasses, obviously they are useful for other terrestrial animals such as bears, wolves, 
mustelids and carnivorous animals, but we hope in the future to reconstitute the community 
of necrophagous birds in the Apennines as well. We do not know if this will happen through 
processes of reintroduction of animals such as the bearded vulture, the egyptian vulture or the 
griffon but, having the birds a much wider capacity to move even than carnivores such as the 
bear, they move over very large territories (some of our birds are equipped with satellite 
transmitters on their backs and someone has also gone to France, Croatia and Bulgaria, they 
also do international flights in this case) through allowing greater than. Nothing excludes that 
someone, as has already happened in the past for example a monk vulture that a couple of 
years ago was reported in the Apennines. Nothing excludes that other species too, finding a 
suitable habitat in the Apennines, where poison or other threats to these birds will be, 
hopefully, contained, could return spontaneously as for the monk vulture or of the egyptian 
vulture, which however is a necrophage and a migratory bird, therefore associated with slightly 
warmer climates too. The bearded vulture is reappropriating itself of the Alps and could move 
back to the central Apennines if this could show the characteristics for its nesting and its 
permanence. 

 

A: [Ok then forgive me if I interrupt you, we only have 30 minutes available. I have to ask you 
about the evaluation of success:] 

4-  What are the criteria for evaluating the achievement of the objectives since you 
preferred to talk about it verbally? 

 
Wait a moment I see to find the file, I don't know if it is possible to share them, they are 
indicators that Rewilding Europe has developed with a research body, to evaluate our 
successes over time. A sort of indicators of monitoring and effectiveness of the actions. 
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Among these indicators there are: 
- The reinforcement of animal populations 
- The reduction of the anthropic pressure: with ‘’intensity’’, I mean that usually it could decrease 
or being of better quality i.e. with managed forest -> a lower anthropogenic pressure on 
resources, whether they are at the animal level or others, like deforestation. in general of 
anthropogenic pressures <- 
yes certainly. 
- Here since we are focused on corridors, also greater connectivity of the terrestrial landscape: 
I can tell you that we have removed 86km of metal cables of barbed wire fences. This is the 
length of the cables, considering that a fence is also made of three lines, but, to also give a 
measure of how much work has been done and of how much barbed wire remains, as there is 
still a lot that has been used for reforestation projects. This is because they wanted to plant 
pine forests to reforest the slopes, and, to protected them from livestock, this barbed wire was 
left on site and became a barrier for animals. Not so much for the bear, that is quite able to 
climb over it but for other species. Also, for the restoration of the natural landscape, for us it 
is an indicator of the improvement of terrestrial connectivity. 
- Greater connectivity of the aquatic landscape: we are starting to work on this. To evaluate 
success, we could measure the number of river barriers that, through our rewilding actions, 
will be removed and therefore, hundreds of meters of rivers that will be reconnected and 
which will be fundamental for some species of fresh water that cannot go up the rivers to lay 
eggs, such as twaid shad, european eels and others, that over the years have interrupted their 
biological cycle due to the many barriers built. 
- Also, better spontaneous vegetation dynamics, 
- A lower impact of alien or invasive species, 
- A better composition of the terrestrial species so we could evaluate the effectiveness of our 
action also on the basis of the expansion of the target animal species or, in any case, that are 
more relevant to us or to the European habitat and birds directive, since there are target 
species in the directive itself. So if over the years we notice that there is an expansion of the 
bear population, we can assume that the work for the resistance we have put in place has been 
effective. 
- Number of the electrified fences or in any case of the damage prevention devices that we 
install and making a comparison with the harmful events: if we have secured a certain area from 
the damage of the bear, we can assume that there is a better coexistence, tolerance, with the 
bear and the local communities. When there is no economic damage, there is no negative 
interaction between bear and people: usually better foundations are created for coexistence 
and survival, the presence of the bear in a given territory. 

 

5- What species have you actively reintroduced on field? With this, I also include 
translocations. Also, what is the role of the trophic level within the project? In other 
words, would you define the animal level as the target of the project rather than the 
restoration of the habitat or of the plant community?  

 

With regard to translocations, we have not actually carried out any. We are favoring the 
expansion of the griffon vulture thanks also to the contrast and mitigation of the threats. This 
should allow a colonization of new nesting sites and then expansion into new areas. However, 
the griffin was reintroduced in the 1990s’ by the state forestry corps. 
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We reactivated a crayfish reproduction center, within the LIFE project, which began in the early 
2000s, in the municipality of Borrello. Here, we we intend to produce shrimp to be released 
into the nearby Green River. We have the ambition to replenish the crayfish population that 
had been ravaged by the crayfish plague. This was introduced by poachers who, unwittingly, 
propagated in rivers a fungus they wore on their boots while they went to fetch fish or crayfish. 
Hence, we have the will to restore this population and, possibly by creating two other centers 
of reintroduction, we would release it in two other rivers: one could be the Gizio river in 
Pettorano, where I found myself now, and in the Gizio river. Here there are no evidences that 
crayfish there were in the past. Apparently, they were all around but not in the Gizio river, so 
this could be a somewhat dangerous experiment, let's say, an attempt at translocation that 
could be particularly interesting in the future. 
We also have a project about Apenninic Chamois reintroduction on the Velino mount, in 
collaboration with the biodiversity department of the Castel di Sangro. with the same 
department we collaborate for the monitoring of the griffons and the installation of satellite 
transmitters. This release project of the chamois on the Velino, if it were to go well, and we 
have made progress in recent months, it would be a great result as it would bring the chamois 
back to the last massif of the central Apennines, from where it disappeared centuries ago. It 
could certainly be a good initiative. 
In general, we prefer to work at the restoration of the trophic chains, therefore the restoration 
of natural processes through the reconstruction of the trophic chains. We have identified some 
target species but, the vision is also that of environmental restoration at the service of these 
target species. For example, the conservation of these target species requires the restoration 
of their food chain. If, for example, barbed wire is not a limitation for the bear, it could be for 
its prey. Therefore, allowing greater connectivity of the environment or contiguous 
environments, could also lead the bear to be more present in areas where, today, it has been 
cut off. If we want to tie ourselves to the bear and the pillars of the 3Cs: the fluvial connectivity 
demonstrates how much the species, including the bear, exploit the riparian vegetation to 
move. They represent real corridors, improving the state of these habitats will certainly 
improve the effect of the displacements and movements of these animals, including the bear 
(to bind us to the appearance of large carnivores). 
Yes, we certainly take care of the trophic chains because, to improve the environmental 
suitability, it is necessary to guarantee the sustenance of the target species in these 
environments. For example, the work on griffins, as regards the availability of carcasses, is not 
only related to griffins but to many species of animals that feed on carcasses, including the 
bear itself. This must be mediated with the health security needs of both the population and 
the bear itself. A few years ago a bovine carcass poisoned a bear with tuberculosis. It is also 
true that preventive checks are carried out for this: rather than removing the carcasses, living 
grazing animals should be analyzed to ensure that there is no risk of transmission, both for 
human health and for necrophagous animals, especially for the one in critical risk of extinction. 

 

A: [We have 12 minutes left; are available to hear from us again? Otherwise, the answers must 
be shortened, I really apologies for this] 

 
6- Did you use reference models for your interventions? That is, did you use a functional 

system in your head that you aspire to or did you rely on the target species and rather 
leveled off?  
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Well there are rewilding models such as nature-based economy. 
 

A: [I am not referring to this. Since my thesis is about ecological restoration vs rewilding, in 
ecological restoration they use models, taking a system as a reference and working on the new 
one to make it resembling to the reference one. So, my question is: 

6a - Do you have this point of reference in your head, as an end point? And if so, what 
is it? Otherwise, the other possibility is to act with elements that fall within the sphere 
of the novelty, so rather than taking a reference system you work with the species on 
site, without a precise framework to follow.] 

 

I think it is a combined action: if we think of models, the one of coexistence is given us by the 
basemark community. It is also true that in some cases, if I think of the elimination of barbed 
wire, I think that we are the only ones in Europe to do it in a systematic way. This has a more 
experimental approach: let's see if these barriers actually limited animals. Let's proceed a bit 
by trials and error as they say. So, we have reference models such as the nature-based 
economy: if we want to improve coexistence with the bear and the resident communities, if 
the bear goes from being a problem, because it kills animals, to being an attractor for tourism, 
to that point we must promote this coexistence through the use of the bear as an iconic 
species, trying to make sure that the crowds of tourists are not bothered to see it. 
It is all very interconnected let's say 

 
7- Would you describe your approach to the intervention as bottom-up or top-down? 

 
Bottom-up. We always try to have a direct relationship with local communities: sometimes 
even the safety of the farms creates problems for us because they take advantages on us, but 
we believe that making a farmer safe from bears attacks, it is a moment of confrontation, 
communication. Therefore sometimes, the safety of a breeding is also a work of prevention 
but also of raising awareness. 

 

A: [however, this bottom-up refers to the social scheme rather than to the intervention in 
practice. Again here, I refer to the comparison with ecological restoration. 

7a - Do you start from the trophic level and then creating dynamics with the 
environment rather than the other way round…?] 

 

Yes, but there is an attention to the territory. In some cases, if I refer to the basemark 
community, this practice was developed in North America. So that this model is somehow 
abstract and we need to adapt it to the local situation and needs. There is therefore, a local 
vision of models that often comes from more developed European countries. In some cases, 
for example for river restoration, the Northern countries are more sensitive to the issue than 
us. 

 

[Perfect. I understand. Forgive me if I speed it up a little] 
 

8- Would say that the types of intervention of your project were more focused on 
rebalancing a system or on recovery of that system? 
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I think they were more about rebalancing. The current system seems to me to be well- 
preserved even if, in some cases, there would then be a need for a full recovery. We, as for 
limited economic availability and political influence, if we want to put it this way, can’t always 
address the more degraded areas. It is more a rebalancing. It is more about carrying out small 
pilot actions that can lead to something more in the future. 

 

9- What kind of ecosystem services are involved in the interventions you carry out? And, 
would you consider your project as guided from an anthropocentric or ecocentric 
perspective?  

 
This is a difficult question. Throughout the protection of biodiversity, we believe to increase 
the resilience of some territories and also improving the landscape. This is because we know 
that animals and all species present in a given habitat, have a value in terms of ecosystem 
services production. Vultures consume carcasses that could infect, the bear through fur and 
excrement can disperse botanical species and produces food for other animals and thus, 
improve biodiversity. Through the protection of rivers or in any case of river habitats, the 
ecosystem service provided are linked to water’s better quality. With the protection of the 
forests, we have the hope of counteracting climate change. This is done obviously on a small 
scale through our commitment. In the future we would like to bind some woods, rent them, 
etc. to prevent cuttings. 
We believe we have an ecocentric vision if we want to define ourselves in this way. We try to 
promote the restoration of natural processes spontaneously: we help but do not arrogate to 
ourselves the idea, in an anthropocentric way, of reinserting a species to adjust a system. Most 
of the time, we try to create favorable conditions for that species to reaffirm itself. What is 
certain is that, to expect a species that is so far away from us to established in our area on its 
own, is quite utopian. 

 

9a – Still regarding ecosystem services, do you foresee a system for the usage of resources 
by the community? For example, a sustainable management forests or hunting, fishing 
inside your working areas or, instead, they are to be protected and spared? You know, types 
of ecosystem services are different. There are those of provisioning and those of regulating 
etc., In your view, should we we stop at what are the services offered by a healthy 
ecosystem?  

 

Local communities already extract from the territory in which they live. Personally, I do not feel 
like encouraging deer hunting which is still prohibited, but the tendency is to open it. However, 
there is already wild boar hunting that I do not feel like condemning. This is for no other reason 
but because there is a form of acquired right that we do not feel like reducing. For me, it would 
be fantastic if people found it more interesting to preserve wild boar instead of hunting it 
down, to help improving trophic resources or, in any case, use it responsibly and not for 
predation. Here, communities, finds it difficult finding that balance. By answering your 
question, it is possible for us, with trained people, to find a usage balance while maintaining a 
greater culture, sensitivity and respect for resources, to foresee their use. 
From my point of view, my personal vision is to create more rewilding, there are degraded 
areas that could provide ecosystem services in terms of tourism. There are so many marginal 
areas that have potential. Tourism is a good that communities can exploit but, first, we need 
to improve the state of those places from an ecological point of view. I see that there is a 
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request for naturalistic tourism, like canyoning. Everyone wants to violate unspoiled nature if, 
however, those areas really existed. My vision is that, investing in the protection of nature, 
starting to make a truly concrete environmental requalification, becomes an additional asset 
that you offer to the community also in terms of tourism resources. Also, speaking of the 
destruction of the landscape: in the long run, interventions that generate more negative 
externalities seem absurd to me when, on the other hand, one could have better territorial 
planning. In this sense, local communities can continue to control ecosystem services, 
however, the forest must be conserved and not razed to the ground. Unfortunately, there is a 
difficulty in achieving a balance here. 

 

A: [May I sum it all up by establishing that you are not against this approach but, as long as a 
balance is reached and is sustainable for everyone: both humans and natural communities?] 

 

Yes. We offer ourselves experimentally as consultants in this process. We ourselves carry out 
nature-based economy initiatives that want to demonstrate that there is a way to earn through 
the protection of nature. Every year we have an average of 25 volunteers, this year more. 
People who live abroad comes in almost depopulated municipalities and this shows that 
rewilding is somehow positive. Then, it is always necessary to make a calculation on the Co2 
emitted while traveling, rather than the absorbed with the interventions in the Apennines. 
However, it is clear that we must evaluate the pros and cons. I think they make a huge 
contribution also in terms of biodiversity protection. 

 
10- Human-led and nature-enabled or nature-led and human-enabled? If you had to place 

your intervention, how would you classify it?  
 

Philosophically the second one. Nature guides humans, who increases his abilities. Anyway, in 
this phase with a human presence so strong and consolidated, it is probably still the man who 
directs processes and makes it so that nature can regain control. 
Generally though, I believe it is like that, it is nature that controls us. 
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